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Result of Forel’s decades of experience in IG processing solutions, the “High Tech” line was conceived to offer an 
unrivalled choice of options for the production of insulating glass, for both the residential and the commercial 
destination, and also for production of IG façade. The “High Tech” IG line is equipped by exclusive devices and 
systems for working with offset panes, shaped panes and manufacturing double, triple and quadruple IG units. 
Forel “High Tech” line can process assembled glass units up to 6,000 x 3,300 mm in size weighing up to 400 
kg per linear meter (assembled panel), and up to 100 mm in thickness.

www.forelspa.com
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C A S E  H I S T O R Y

A good reputation 
is one of the most 
important qualities 

of an entrepreneur. It is 
thanks to its good reputa-
tion that AKMA is the only 

Russian company that, es-
tablished immediately after 
the fall of the Berlin Wall, 
has grown and developed 
while maintaining the same 
structure and ownership. 

FACING AND 
OVERCOMING 
DIFFICULTIES
Alexey Kinder sums up 
his entrepreneurial phi-

losophy, with the still but 
smiling gaze of those who 
have faced great diffi cul-
ties, have overcome them 
and have treasured the ex-
perience. We are in St. Pe-

ForelForel
VERTICAL GLASS PROCESSING 
TECHNOLOGY FOR AKMA
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tersburg, and we have just 
visited the headquarters 
of AKMA, the company 
founded by Kinder, owner 
and manager, in 1991. 
30,000 m² of production 
area employing a thousand 
workers and divided into 
10 warehouses, where over 
50,000 m² of double glaz-
ing and 50,000 m² of other 
types of glass panes (tem-
pered, laminated, etc.) are 
processed every month. An 

The founder and owner of AKMA talks about his 

entrepreneurial experience, the difficulties overcome, 

the success achieved, the plans for the future and his 

partnership with Forel.

Akma - Forel Edging Machine

Alexey Kinder (AKMA) and Eduard Kovacic (Forel Russia)
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F A Ç A D E  S O L U T I O N S

AGC Glass Europe 
presents SunEwat
A NEW RANGE OF ENERGY-
GENERATING FAÇADE SOLUTIONS
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C O M P A N Y  G R O W T H

B
ovone Diamond Tools was 
founded in 2003 to work 
alongside its sister company 

Elettromeccanica Bovone, supply-
ing the wheels for fl at glass process-
ing machinery. The production of 
diamond wheels includes those for 
bevellers, straight-line edgers, and 
work centres of all major machinery 
manufacturers.
In 2007, BDT started with the pro-
duction of diamond routers, acces-
sories for manual and automatic 
drills, as well as work centres, fol-

lowed by – in 2010 – the patented 
revolutionary router Goldnet. BDT 
also supplies polishing and felt 
wheels, cerium oxide, cooling oil, 
pumice and carborundum cloths, as 
well as other complementary acces-
sories for fl at glass processing. 

FACING THE CONTINUOUSLY 
EVOLVING FUTURE
Bovone Diamond Tools is now con-
tinuing to pursue its path of affi rma-
tion in the sector of diamond tools 
for glass and stone renewing its 

BDT
CONTINUOUS 
PRESENCE WITH 
A SOLID ‘MADE 
IN ITALY’ TRADITION
BDT is a fast-moving company, undergoing continuous 

growth and development in all areas: from company 

staff, to the development of new and increasingly 

performing tools for flat glass processing.

66 Glass Technology International 4/2020
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T
he key factor in a 
building’s image is 
typically its façade. 

In this fast-moving world, 
architects and designers 
have to adapt and evolve 
in an effort to comply with 
increasingly stringent en-
vironmental standards and 
cost-effi ciency require-
ments. This is especially 
true for buildings, which 
account for about 40 per 

cent of energy consump-
tion in the EU. With this in 
mind, AGC Glass Europe’s 
Active Glass business unit 
is shaping the future of 
façades by introducing its 
brand-new and innovative 
SunEwat product range, 
delivering affordable energy- 
saving façade solutions 
that do not compromise on 
design, aesthetics, perfor-
mance or quality. 

DEVELOPED IN 
PARTNERSHIP WITH 
SOLAR SPECIALISTS
AGC’s new product range 
– developed for use in fa-
çade windows, spandrels, 
cladding and other appli-
cations – is the result of in-
tensive collaboration with 
specially selected partners, 
including PHYSEE Tech-
nologies, Sonnenstrom-
fabrik, SolTech and Solar 
Visuals. “By combining 
their expertise in solar en-
ergy with our expertise in 
glass, we can now supply 
a wide range of cutting-
edge photovoltaic-embed-
ded glass solutions,” says 
Xavier Sahyoun, Manager 
of AGC Glass Europe’s 
Active Glass business unit.
He continues: “The Sun-

Ewat range is a revolution 
compared to conventional 
unattractive photovoltaic 
panels. Our modules com-
ply with nearly zero-energy 
building requirements, 
while offering façade de-
signers limitless architec-
tural and aesthetic options 
as well as seamless integra-
tion into buildings. Sun-
Ewat solutions are also 
cost-effi cient, featuring re-
cord low payback periods.” 

THE SUNEWAT RANGE
SunEwat products for win-
dows are available under the 
names Vision Square, Vi-
sion Stripe and SmartSkin. 
By enabling architects and 
designers to take an ar-
tistic approach to vision 
glass elements, SunEwat 

Today’s fast moving glass sector, especially 

with regards to façade glass, is requiring 

smart, sustainable buildings that do not 

compromise on aesthetics or performance. 

SunEwat from AGC Glass Europe responds 

to these requirements when used in façade 

windows, spandrels, cladding and other 

applications.

 Stopray Active is an opaque spandrel and cladding glass solution that embeds 
photovoltaic cells concealed behind a Stopray Vision coating. It perfectly matches 
AGC’s Stopray Vision coating of the windows, delivering an aesthetically superb 

project while ensuring optimal energy generation.
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pany that is moving forward 
thanks to solid traditions.
The colours create conti-
nuity and confi rm the dis-
tinctive values of BDT’s 
mission:  quality, produc-
tivity and reliability. A solid 
and traditional company 
that constantly pushes for-
ward.

ment of new, increasingly 
performing solutions, col-
laborating side by side with 
customers, leading to the 
most suitable products that 
respond to specifi c needs.

VISIBLE RENEWAL 
– ALSO IN 
COMMUNICATION
This framework of renew-
al is communicated and 
transmitted by means of a 
new visual brand that the 
company launched ear-
lier this year: a clear and 
unique message supported 
by a new graphic layout 
that speak about the com-

active functional approach 
to address the new chal-
lenges of the market.

A COMBINATION OF 
TECHNOLOGICAL, 
HUMAN AND 
COGNITIVE 
RESOURCES
A constantly growing Tech-
nical Sales team, a recently 
strengthened Research and 
Development area to ex-
periment and identify new 
solutions that make BDT 
tools a concentrate of high 
quality and innovation.
The same importance is giv-
en to the constant develop-

productive forces: a trans-
versal renewal process that 
is based on the continuous 
input of energy, instilling 
new life to the values and 
characteristics that have 
contributed to the success-
ful position that the com-
pany now has in its refer-
ence sectors.
The solid all-Italian tradi-
tion of BDT has, in fact, 
recently been enriched with 
new personnel to work 
alongside the specialists 
already present in the com-
pany: looking to the future 
with renewed enthusiasm 
and strong dynamism. An 

BDTBDT

Via Voltri 78

15076 Ovada (AL) - Italy

Tel.: +39 - 0143 - 835796

www.bovonediamond.com
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tion increased 3.1 per cent 
from 2017 to 1.26 million 
units, whereas bus produc-
tion decreased 8.0 per cent 
to 113,000 units.
According to the data from 
Japan Automotive Manu-

cars climbed 2.1 per cent 
to 5.26 million units and 
minicars grew 0.9 per 
cent to 1.50 million units, 
but small cars fell 6.5 per 
cent to 1.61 million units. 
Meanwhile, truck produc-

per cent from 2017, in-
creasing for the second 
consecutive year. Passen-
ger car production rose 
0.1 per cent to a total of 
8.36 million units. Within 
that category, standard 

JAPANESE 
AUTOMOTIVE 
INDUSTRY

In 2018 motor vehicle pro-
duction in Japan totalled 
9.73 million units, up 0.4 

C O U N T R Y  O U T L O O K

JapanJapan
AUTOMOTIVE GLASS 

DEMAND AND INDUSTRY
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facturers Association, au-
tomotive shipments (both 
domestic and export ship-
ments, including motor-
cycles, auto parts, etc.) in 

value terms reached JPY 
60.7 trillion in 2017, up 5.1 
per cent from the previous 
year, accounting for 19.0 
per cent of the total value 

of Japan’s manufacturing 
shipments and 41.2 per 
cent of the value of the ma-
chinery industries’ com-
bined shipments. 
Investments in equipment 
by the auto industry in 
2017 totalled JPY 1.3 tril-
lion and its research and 
development expenditures 
reached JPY 2.9 trillion, up 
4.4 per cent from the previ-
ous year; those fi gures rep-
resent, respectively, more 
than 20 per cent of the val-
ue of overall investments of 
Japan’s major manufactur-
ing sectors. 
With motor vehicle exports 
in value terms amounting 
to JPY 16 trillion in 2018 
and auto-related employ-
ment in Japan totalling 
5.46 million people, the 
automotive industry is one 
of the Japanese economy’s 
core industrial sectors.

JAPANESE 
AUTOMOTIVE GLASS 
INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
Japanese glass producers 
Asahi Glass, Nippon Sheet 
Glass and Central Glass 
are counted among the 
leading global producers 
of fl at and automotive glass 
for both domestic and in-
ternational auto producers. 
These three producers are 
able to meet almost 95 per 
cent of the total demand 
of automotive glass in the 
country, while the remain-
ing 5 per cent is imported 
from other countries in the 
region.
In addition to meeting do-
mestic demand, Japanese 
automotive glass produc-
ers are signifi cant export-
ers of automotive glass to a 
number of countries in the 
region. These producers 

Japan has been the most attractive 

automotive glass market in Asia for 

more than six decades. Even if China 

has overtaken Japan in last decade 

in terms of numbers, the country still 

remains one of the most interesting 

automotive production markets. Demand 

of automotive glass in Japan has 

registered steady growth as a result 

of steady automotive production.

Rajeev Jetley
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L O A D I N G  S Y S T E M S

I n the 80s, TUROMAS engineers realized that the loading phase 
slowed down the rest of 
the fl at glass processing cy-
cle. To cope with that bot-
tleneck, they developed a 

system composed of tilting 
arms with suction cups to 
load the sheet of glass and 
unload it on the cutting ta-
ble. 
Since the launch of this pio-
neering, reliable and secure 

solution, more than 1,200 
units have been manufac-
tured and sold worldwide, 
with a signifi cant expan-
sion in Spanish, Brazilian 
and Portuguese markets. This technology has been 

in use for more than three 
decades under all condi-
tions, however, its develep-
mont has not remained in-
active and has been evolved 
into new models, which in-
corporate belts to position 

TUROMAS
TUROMASLoading System
Loading SystemA VERSATILE AND EFFICIENT SOLUTION

Loading and smart 
cargo systems from 

TUROMAS present 
customers with 

a wide variety of 
configurations and 

options to suit every 
factory, large or small.

Figure 1. TUROMAS loading system
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S M A R T  G L A Z I N G

C ONTRIBUTING TOWARDS GREEN BUILDING CERTIFICATESGreen Building certifi cates 
are increasingly becoming 
a verifi ed planning instru-
ment. They sharpen the 
focus upon an integrated 
view of the life cycle as 
well as integral solution 
approaches for sustainable 
buildings. Intelligent tech-
nologies play a key role in 
releasing areas of sustain-

ability potential. Dimma-
ble glazing such as Halio® 
Glass are also increasingly 
coming into focus where 
certifi cation according to 
international standards 
such as BREEAM, LEED, 
WELL, DGNB/ÖGNI/
SGNI or national stand-
ards such as ÖGNB or 
SNBS is sought.    The Fridays for Future 

movement has become a 
bit quieter. Many archi-
tects and companies have 
nevertheless declared their 
solidarity with the aims of 

Halio Glass

DELIVERS ON ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
AND VISUAL COMFORTElectrochromic glazing is used more and more in architecture thanks to its ability to improve offers the energy performance of the façades it is used in. There is, however, another important sustainability benefit to be had from the use of these important glass types, which is their contribution towards a simplification of the design of the façade itself.
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C A S E  S T U D Y

O
lympic Glass is 
one of the UK’s 
leading manu-

facturers and proces-
sors of safety glass and 
sealed units. On an area 
of around 8,500 m², high-
quality products are manu-
factured at the headquar-
ters in Sheerness, Kent, on 
the south-east coast of the 

UK, and can be delivered 
anywhere in the UK. To 
ensure the high quality of 
its products, the company 
has been cooperating with 
LiSEC for many years.

QUALITY, 
RELIABILITY AND 
TOP SERVICE
Olympic Glass has been 
manufacturing and process-
ing quality glass products for 
the private and commercial 
glass industry since 1992. 
The company produces 
toughened safety glass and a 
variety of special glass prod-
ucts, such as energy-saving 
insulating glass units, coated 
tempered glass and fi re pro-
tection glass.

Olympic Glass is known for 
its commitment and focus 
on the double-glazing mar-
ket and is distinguished by 
its wide range of products 
with all types of glass, many 
spacer widths and optional 
gas fi llings. Olympic Glass 
is one of the market lead-
ers in supplying insulating 
glass products of the highest 
standard not only thanks to 
its broad product portfolio, 
but also because of its high-
quality manufacturing pro-
cesses, high reliability and 
top service.

COOPERATION 
BETWEEN LISEC AND 
OLYMPIC GLASS
The partnership between 

Olympic Glass and LiSEC 
also began in 1992: “When 
we started to operate at 
Olympic Glass, we were 
looking for the best and 
highest quality machines in 
the industry – LiSEC met 
our criteria perfectly,” said 
Gary Jenkins, Managing 
Director of Olympic Glass, 
who has always appreci-
ated working with LiSEC. 
“LiSEC has always worked 
closely with us in the de-
velopment of our machines 
and software and has al-
ways supported our needs,” 
he continued.
Ged Smith, Managing Di-
rector of LiSEC Software 
UK Limited, also speaks 
only positively about the 

LiSECLiSEC
PROVIDING SERVICE, 

MACHINES AND SOFTWARE 
FOR OLYMPIC GOLD

With over 25 years of experience in the processing and manufacturing of safety glass, 

Olympic Glass speaks to us about how it has become one of the UK’s leaders in its 

field – especially thanks to equipment from LiSEC.
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cooperation, “Olympic 
Glass and LiSEC have been 
business partners for over 
20 years and it is no coin-
cidence that Olympic Glass 
have grown continuously 
during this time. Gary Jen-
kins understands the value 
of technology in his con-
stant push for improvement 
and excellence. He knows 
from experience that LiSEC 
is a business partner you 
can trust – when it comes 
to service, machines and 
software. With LiSEC he 
achieves the high standards 
he sets. He has a concrete 
vision for the future of his 
company – we can provide 
the pathway to that future. 
Nonetheless, we must not 
forget the importance of 
personal relationships – 
Gary knows that there is a 
high level of trust and hon-
esty in communication be-
tween our companies at all 
levels. We both value this 
connection and it will bring 
positive benefi ts to both of 
us in the future.”
With regards to the long-
standing cooperation be-
tween the two companies, 
Roger Hafenscherer, LiSEC 
Head of Business-Unit Ser-

vice, said, “Over the years, 
a great business relation-
ship has developed between 
Olympic Glass and LiSEC. A 
good customer-supplier re-
lationship plays a signifi cant 
role or rather is the basis for 
the success of a company.”
The fact that Olympic Glass 
is convinced of LiSEC is 
easy to see, right there in 
the company. Olympic 
Glass owns LiSEC cutting 
tables, LiSEC bending ma-
chines, LiSEC machines for 
grinding and washing, two 
production lines and the 
LiSEC perfectscan. Fur-
thermore, Olympic Glass is 
equipped with LiSEC soft-
ware for capacity planning, 
delivery management, stock 
management and purchas-
ing, shelf management, as 
well as LiSEC Scancam, 
LiSEC EDI order and 
LiSEC software for auto-
matic batch planning.
According to Gary Jenkins, 
what sets LiSEC apart from 
other companies is their 
unique progress in the de-
velopment of new machines 
and software in the indus-
try, but also the close mu-
tual working relationship. 
LiSEC’s software products 

and services help Olympic 
Glass to develop new tech-
nologies, increase produc-
tivity and give the company 
a competitive advantage.

EMPLOYEES, 
CUSTOMERS AND 
SUPPLIERS DURING 
COVID-19
Due to restrictions and 
guidelines of the Brit-
ish government, Olympic 
Glass stopped production 
and closed its factory on 
24 March 2020. “We have 
contacted all customers and 
suppliers to ensure that re-
lationships are maintained 
while retaining cash fl ow. 
Through constant commu-
nication with our custom-
ers, we have always kept up 
to date with the latest mar-
ket information. As a result, 
a gradual return to work 
began on 4 May 2020,” said 
Gary Jenkins.
This return to work was 
carefully planned to ensure 
compliance with govern-
ment guidelines. Safety 
distances were also strictly 
observed, hand disinfectant 
dispensers were placed, and 
masks were provided for 
the employees. Gary Jen-

kins looks to the future with 
hope, “These are unprec-
edented times and it is im-
possible to predict the com-
ing months, but the initial 
signals from our customers 
are positive.”
But during this exceptional 
situation, it is important not 
only preservation or the vi-
sion of customers. In these 
times, suppliers must also 
show that they can still offer 
top service and rapid assis-
tance in the event of prob-
lems, despite the diffi cult 
general conditions. Cooper-
ation with LiSEC has, once 
again, proven its worth in 
this instance. Thanks to the 
usual fast reaction and re-
sponse times, cooperation at 
eye level has been excellent, 
and the reliability of LiSEC 
service has once again been 
proven.
“At LiSEC Service the cus-
tomer’s word is heard. 
This is important! During 
COVID-19 we also main-
tained a 24-hour hotline and 
various standby services for 
spare and wear parts sales 
to support our customers as 
much as possible during this 
special time,” said Roger 
Hafenscherer.

LiSECLiSEC

Peter-Lisec-Straße 1

3353 Seitenstetten - Austria

Tel.: +43-7477-4050

Fax: +43-7477-40580

E-mail: sales@lisec.com

www.lisec.com
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volved in a leading capacity 
in the structural design for 
the fi rst congenial collabo-
ration of Rem Koolhaas 
and CRICURSA: the Casa 
da Música concert hall in 
Porto, the wave-shaped 
glass façades of which have 
become something of a 

WAVE-SHAPE 
PROVIDES STABILITY
Rob Nijsse, Professor of 
Structural Analysis and 
former partner of the 
Dutch engineering compa-
ny ABT Arnhem, and ABT 
structural consultant Ron-
ald Wenting were both in-

some time now. Especial-
ly for energy-effi ciency 
reasons, the warm edge 
spacer system was also 
used for the 5,500 square 
metre glass façade of the 
Qatar National Library 
in Doha, which was com-
pleted in 2018. 

C
RICURSA Cris-
tales Curvados, 
SA and the warm 

edge Super Spacer® have 
been a proven team in 
the production of curved 
XXL insulating glass units 
for iconic buildings with 
unique glass façades for 

C A S E  S T U D Y

Edgetech
FLEXIBLE SPACER SYSTEMS 

FOR HOT DESERT CLIMATES

The wave-shaped glass façade of the Qatar National 
Library covers a total area of 5,500 square metres
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P R I N T I N G  D E V E L O P M E N T S

T
wo materials that have 
fascinated mankind 
for centuries are gold 

and glass. The elegant radi-
ance of the precious metal 
and the high value associ-
ated with it combined with 
the bright transparency of 

the fragile material glass 
results in a unique and 
very unusual effect. sedak 
(Gersthofen) has made this 
splendid symbiosis a reality 
and now prints glass panes 
of up to 3.30 x 18 meters 
with genuine gold and silver 

– with the highest precision 
and a resolution of up to 
1024 dpi.
The printing takes place 
on fl oat glass. During 
the printing process the 
gold or silver particles are 
bound in a special solution 

sedak PRESENTS ITS 
NEW TECHNOLOGY: 
REGAL GLOSS 
IN DIGITAL PRINTING

With its new digital 

printing technology, 

sedak can now put 

precious metals 

onto glass. The 

interplay between 

glass, gold and 

silver creates 

glass panes with 

fascinating optical 

effects – as 

insulating and 

safety glass, even 

curved. Especially 

impressive: the 

printing process 

allows for 

extremely fine 

details and filigree 

structures. Complex 

design ideas can be 

realized with high 

precision.

With a digital printing process, sedak prints panes of 
up to 3.30 x 18 meters with real gold and silver.

Photo: sedak
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Guardian Glass

DOUBLE SKIN FAÇADE THAT 
MEETS COMPLEX AESTHETIC 

AND TECHNICAL 
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
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TrosifolTrosifol
SAFETY GLASS 
APPLICATIONS IN 
THE ARCHITECTURAL, 
AUTOMOTIVE 
AND PHOTOVOLTAIC 
INDUSTRIES

Trosifol’s PVB 
and ionoplast 

interlayers for 
laminated safety 

glass applications 
are used globally 

in the architectural 
segment, 

providing safety 
and security 
applications, 

sound insulation 
and UV protection. 
In this article we 

take a look at 
the company’s 

new SentryGlas® 
Xtra™ (SGX™) 

ionoplast 
interlayer, which 

is now available in 
roll form from its 

plant in Holesov 
in the Czech 

Republic.
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trademark of star architect 
Rem Koolhaas and his Rot-
terdam offi ce OMA archi-
tects over the last 15 years. 
In their article “Designing 
and constructing corru-
gated glass façades,” Rob 
Njisse and Roland Wenting 
write: “If the desired cor-
rugated form can be folded 
from a sheet of paper, then 
the glass industry will also 
be able to produce it.” In-
deed, the static benefi ts of 
a façade designed as a wave 
are obvious. In the same 
way as a sheet of paper that 
has been folded to form 
an accordion, it possesses 
much more rigidity than fl at 
paper. But one should not 
interpret this quote as non-
chalantly as it fi rst sounds. 
This is because the two 
structural engineers know 
from their own experience 
that there are only a handful 
of glass bending shops in the 
world capable of producing 

curved XXL glass panes in 
the required qualities, with 
the necessary tight radii and 
minimal tolerances. 
The planning team also 
broke new ground with its 
solution involving the con-
struction of the glass façade 
as a load-bearing, brac-
ing element. In the case of 
Porto, Rem Koolhaas had 
the vision of glass façades 
without steel and where 
possible without disruptive 
pillars, beams, steel cables 
or frames. A considerable 
challenge, which was ulti-
mately met by CRICURSA, 
one of the world’s best 
renowned manufacturers 
of curved glass. Curved 
XXL glass panes arranged 
in close proximity to each 
other in a wave-like design, 
which stabilise each other 
and thus jointly bear the 
loads acting upon them, 
made it possible to dis-
pense with vertical frames. 

The braced corners of the building provide the façade 
with the exterior shape of a diamond

Edgetech’s Super Spacer® flexible 

foam-based spacer systems act as 

energy-efficient warm edge spacers 

in insulating glass windows. They 

significantly reduce energy loss to the 

outside, largely prevent condensation 

and also contribute to the lifetime 

of a window. This articles gives us a 

perfect example of how these spacers 

are used with their application in the 

Qatar National Library by CRICURSA.
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and applied to the glass ex-
tremely fi nely in a digital 
procedure. In the temper-
ing process that follows the 
valuable metal bonds per-
manently to the glass.
In order to protect the 
printed design from envi-
ronmental infl uences and 
mechanical damage such 
as scratches, the printed 
side is placed on the inside 
of the laminate towards 
the fi lm interlayer and 
is thus protected by the 
glass. “After three years of 
research and development 
we have now extended 

the spectrum of our digi-
tal printing to include the 
possibility to design glass 
panes with the majestic 
shine of real gold and sil-
ver – even in oversized 
formats,” Ulrich Theisen, 
Sales Manager at sedak, is 
pleased to report. “There 
is a fascinating interaction 
between the transparency 
of the glass and the bril-
liance of the precious met-
als, which captivates the 
observer.” Sedak uses the 
glass panes printed with 
genuine precious metals 
to produce insulating and 

Shining results: precious metal printing allows even 
complex designs and fi ligree details to be realized – 

with a resolution of up do 1024 dpi.
Photo: sedak

sedak
Since its founding in 2007, Germany-based company sedak has used its 
pioneering spirit to establish itself as a premium manufacturer of large-format 
insulated and safety glass. sedak has evolved their glass as a construction 
material for all-glass façades and roofs. Iconic façades and buildings are 
created with an unprecedented degree of transparency thanks to superior 
quality of innovative products. sedak manufactures single-pane glass units, 
multi-layer glazing and functional insulated glass units in formats up to 3.6 x 
20 meters in an effi cient, highly automated system.
Raw glass is treated, strengthened, laminated, printed, lamination-curved and 
assembled into insulated glass with a unique set of machinery that spreads 
over a production area measuring 35,000 sq.m. Since integrating Italian-
based Sunglass Industry srl, who are the specialist in curved glass, sedak’s 
core expertise now also includes hot bending glass. The specialist also 
supplies exceptional solutions for luxury yachts with optimized glass for use 
on the high seas. The glass fabricator particularly demonstrates its solution-
oriented expertise in special designs. Thanks to its research and development 
spirit, new technologies and the expertise of its 190 employees, sedak is 
constantly advancing innovations in glass fi nishing and sees itself as a partner 
to architects, developers, façade builders and metalwork companies. As 
a specialist in oversized and extremely heavy glass, the company develops 
future oriented solutions to implement customers visions with a fl exible 
approach. The glass fabricator acts as a full-service supplier – from the initial 
order to fi nal delivery.
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CUBE BERLIN
cube berlin is an eye-
catching, 11-storey 

offi ce building located at 
Washington Platz in the 
Europacity urban district 
of Berlin. This 19,000 
square-metre structure, 
developed by CA Immo, 
is an excellent example of 
how innovative architec-
tural design can be suc-
cessfully combined with 
the complex technical 
(structural and energy per-
formance) requirements of 
an ‘intelligent’ commercial 
building.
Designed by 3XN Archi-
tects of Copenhagen, cube 
berlin stands out due to its 
fully glazed, double skin 
ventilated façade that in-
tegrates the building into 
the surrounding environ-
ment. The unique, cus-
tom-designed façade not 

only meets the aesthetics 
required by the architect, 
but also meets the high 
structural and energy per-
formance requirements.
Due to the combination 
of glass used in the fully 
glazed façade, the aesthet-
ics are visually appealing, 
refl ecting the building’s 
surroundings on all sides 
and dynamically changing 
its appearance depending 
on the viewing angle, the 
weather and time of day. 
The dynamic façade uses 
a stepped thermal façade 
beneath an outer glass skin, 
which wraps the building 
in a triangular pattern. Ac-
cess points are introduced 
through a set of articulated 
openings in the outer skin 
on all four sides and on 
multiple fl oors.
Torben Østergaard, part-
ner at 3XN and architect 

on the project comments: 
“Our initial idea was to 
sculpt the building so that 
it would enter a dialogue 
with the urban space, the 
surrounding buildings and 

life at Washington Platz. In 
order to make the building 
work as a sculpture on the 
square we were looking for 
refl ective glass that empha-
sises the surface while also 

Guardian Glass, one of the world’s largest 

manufacturers of float, coated and fabricated 

glass products, gives us an insight into one of 

the most recent applications of its products. 

The ‘intelligent’ cube berlin combines innovative 

architectural design with the complex structural 

and energy performance required by today’s 

building industry.
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T
rosifol™ – part of 
the Kuraray Group 
– is a leading global 

producer of PVB and iono-
plast interlayers. Trosifol™ 
offers the world’s broad-
est portfolio of innovative 
glass-laminating solutions, 
including structural and 
functional interlayers for 
safety and security applica-
tions, sound insulation and 
UV protection. For decora-
tive applications, Trosifol 
supplies coloured interlay-
ers, digitally printable fi lms 

and other innovative prod-
ucts for interior design pro-
jects. Trosifol UltraClear 
fi lms exhibit the lowest Yel-
lowness Index (YID) in the 
industry.

HOLESOV PLANT 
ON A ROLL WITH 
NEW-FORMAT 
SENTRYGLAS® XTRA™
Trosifol’s new SentryGlas® 
Xtra™ (SGX™) ionoplast in-
terlayer is now available in roll 
form from its plant in Holesov 
in the Czech Republic.

Available in widths up to 
2.7 meters, the roll format 
gives processors and lami-
nators far greater fl exibili-
ty. Rolls are not only easier 
and more effi cient to store, 
but they also promise less 
wastage compared to the 
sheet-supplied variant.
The Holesov plant, which 
started production of Sentry- 
Glas® earlier last year, can 
produce rolls with calipers 
of 0.76 and 0.89mm. What 
is more, the exceptional 
roll fl atness on offer from 

the new plant results in 
improved lamination effi -
ciency and throughput.
SGX™ – in both roll and 
sheet form – improves lam-
ination processing effi cien-
cy and streamlines process-
ing, while still delivering 
the high-quality laminate 
construction and outstand-
ing operational perfor-
mance synonymous with 
the SentryGlas® brand.
These features, combined 
with the roll format, will 
make multiple-ply laminat-
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best in glass processing

The SplitFin is an integrated and continuous solution for fast, eff ective and 
uncomplicated processing of glass sheets. The line is aimed especially at the 
complete processing of sheets. A signifi cantly higher output is achieved in comparison with individual machines as a result of 
the distribution of the processing steps (edge polishing and grinding / drilling and milling with water jet / washing & drying) 
and the associated permanent use of the individual devices. The SplitFin sets new standards, not only through extremely fast 
cycle times, unparalleled in the industry, but also with regard to ease of maintenance as all of the most important mechanical 
assemblies are easily accessible and in the dry area as far as possible.

Use our confi gurator for possible machine and line confi gurations:
www.lisec.com /confi gurator

SplitFin 
Unique solution for processing 
with water jet technology

Confi gure online now
www.lisec.com/confi gurator

http://www.lisec.com
http://www.lisec.com/confi
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BAVELLONI

The VE Series is a range of 

straight-line edging machin-

ery regarded as a benchmark in the 

Bavelloni

VE 350 6D -

-

 

 

VE 500 11 SCS, VE 500 V10 SCS and 

VE 500 V14 SCS

-

-

-

WWW.BAVELLONI.COM
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FRATELLI PEZZA

M301T – 

Fratelli Pezza’s new 301T Marker, was developed in re-

-

-

-

version, M101T

-

-

-
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WWW.FRATELLIPEZZA.COM/EN/INDEX.PHP

WWW.PILKINGTON.COM

NSG

NSG Group
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WWW.FILTRAGLASS.COM

INFO@FILTRAGLASS.COM
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FILTRAGLASS

Reasons to use  
an Eco Box

ECO BOX is a model designed to treat water from an 

edger. In one day it is installed and working

Manufactured with the highest quality materials, it is a machine 

Our water treatment system guarantees a longer life for cut-

Our system does not use FLOCULANTS. We use a product 

that helps conserve water for years, since this product elimi-

without odor.

SYSTEM OPERATION

It works through a pressure column, where all the dirty water 

In this process the water is not heated because there is no 

of operator. Our machine, having electricity and air, can work 

24 hours a day without problems.

WWW.FILTRAGLASS.COM
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GLAS TRÖSCH GROUP

Silverstar Combi 

B

The layers used on the façade, Glas Trösch Group’s SILVERSTAR COMBI Neutral 61/32 

and make the building comfortable for its users.

A modern building located in the centre of Katowice, KTW I meets all the requirements for top-class 

BAU

in Asia

Messe München has acquired Glasstech Asia/ 

Fenestration Asia, the leading trade fair for glass 

-

tween BAU China

-

München is convinced that BAU thus consistently pursues its 

Asian market. Both strengthen BAU China as the leading in-

BAU in Munich.”

-

-

ing programme brings together the Southeast Asian glass and 

WWW.GLASTROESCH.CH/EN
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-

-

companies to gain access to the growing Southeast Asian 

-

has obviously disrupted the Singapore and global economies. 

-

-

ing the growth of our Glasstech Asia series, but to bring the 

are happy to divest our interest to MMI which will bring fresh 

-

ant to MMI to ensure that the Glasstech Asia series will con-

glass industry in Southeast 

Asia and beyond.”

WWW.GLASSTECHASIA.COM.SG
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A+W

Iglass are being processed. The variety is increasing even 

of them because you have no concept how you can include 

-

-

company.

A+W

plate management system, which uses harp racks and A/L 

-

he has to store newly created residual sheets.

-

a further increase in yield using a mechanical residual plate 

management system.

When using A-/L-racks for remnant storage, only the outer-

-

even with such racks.

for the best yield

• Use of a residual plate storage system managed by the A+W 

-

bles

with good results

• Timely re-processing
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RCN

T

-

RCN -

-

-

REVA BF -

-

-

WWW.RCNSOLUTIONS.IT
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GfE

Responding to the 

Glass for Europe 

-

-

-

-

-

CHINA GLASS

Rescheduled dates for 2021

A China Glass

-

GLASSFOREUROPE.COM
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FENZI GROUP

Fenzi Group -

-

-

AGC

AGC WONDERLITE™ 

Dx -

-

AGC’

-

-

WWW.FENZIGROUP.COM/EN/HOME

WWW.AGC.COM/EN
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N E W S

GUARDIAN GLASS

Strategic partnership with ML System

Guardian Glass has signed a stra-

tegic partnership agreement 

with ML System S.A., a technologically 

advanced company in the building-in-

tegrated photovoltaics (BIPV) market. 

Within the framework of this agree-

-

– both semi-transparent and opaque 

– that help contribute to Nearly Zero 

-

-

-

ergy area.”

Guus Boekhoudt, Vice President, General Manager of Guard-

-

matched with the best performance coated solar control 

glass. The appearance of these reliable, high performance 

-

among other factors, the current regulatory environment and 

force that aims to drive the large-scale deployment of Nearly 

energy produced on-site or nearby.

-

ing the building into a Nearly Zero Energy Building and help-

BREEAM and LEED. Modern glazing together with BIPV will 

not only help save energy, generate energy and therefore help 

reduce carbon emissions, but will also make the building itself 

is proven to result in higher rents. Current technology advance-

ments also allow the photovoltaics to be integrated in a way 
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L O A D I N G  S Y S T E M S

I
n the 80s, TUROMAS 
engineers realized 
that the loading phase 

slowed down the rest of 
the flat glass processing cy-
cle. To cope with that bot-
tleneck, they developed a 

system composed of tilting 
arms with suction cups to 
load the sheet of glass and 
unload it on the cutting ta-
ble. 
Since the launch of this pio-
neering, reliable and secure 

solution, more than 1,200 
units have been manufac-
tured and sold worldwide, 
with a significant expan-
sion in Spanish, Brazilian 
and Portuguese markets. 
This technology has been 

in use for more than three 
decades under all condi-
tions, however, its develep-
mont has not remained in-
active and has been evolved 
into new models, which in-
corporate belts to position 

TUROMASTUROMAS
Loading SystemLoading System

A VERSATILE AND 
EFFICIENT SOLUTION

Loading and smart 

cargo systems from 

TUROMAS present 

customers with 

a wide variety of 

configurations and 

options to suit every 

factory, large or small.

Figure 1. TUROMAS loading system
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thickness and type of glass. 
The arms with suction cups 
that perform the loading 
function are incorporated 
into the structure of the 
same table, thus eliminat-
ing the need for an external 
loader or a transfer table.
Together with the suction 
cups, the arm structure is 
equipped with stops that 

tions would be to combine 
a RUBI 303VA table for 
cutting monolithic glass 
with a break out table or 
to add an MV-300 loading 
table to a compact lami-
nated glass  table. Both are 
equipped with tilting arms 
with suction cups that al-
low the glass sheets to be 
loaded regardless of the 

1. Automation of glass load-
ing and cutting for improved 
efficiency and productivity  

To automate the glass load-
ing and cutting process, 
TUROMAS offers differ-
ent solutions depending on 
the customer’s investment, 
or to the complexity of the 
plant installation. 
The most standard solu-

and evacuate glass sheets 
in a completely automatic 
way. 
Currently, the TURO-
MAS R&D department is 
developing a new version 
to work with jumbo-sized 
glass and a new immedi-
ate separation system, ad-
vances that without a doubt 
will revolutionise the glass 
industry. 

BENEFITS OF THE 
TUROMAS LOADING 
SYSTEM 
The TUROMAS loading 
system has multiple ben-
efits for the customer who 
decides to purchase it. 
Benefits include increased 
productivity, plant distri-
bution optimisation, eco-
nomic savings and factory 
safety. 

Figure 2. Monolithic glass cutting 
machine RUBI303VA + MT300B

Figure 3. Distribution of monolithic glass cutting 
machine RUBI303VA + MT300B
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allow an operator to manu-
ally feed the cutting table 
as if it were a conventional 
loading arm. In this way, 
the loading system can be 
adapted for customers with 
highly variable production 
who are demanding a flex-
ible loading system in ac-
cordance with their needs.

For companies with a sig-
nificant range of glass, the 
alternative would be to 
combine a basic intelligent 
warehouse with a cutting 
table incorporating the 
TUROMAS loading sys-
tem. The combination of 
both machines allows cus-
tomers to optimize space 

and allocate the non-used 
area of the loader to ex-
pand the storage capacity 
of the system.
This is the case of the 
VAC cutting models with 
TUROMAS loading sys-
tem and positioning belts, 
an extremely compact and 
high performance auto-
matic glass loading and 
cutting solution. 
In particular, the RUBI 

Figure 4.  Laminated glass cutting machine 
LAM304 + MV300

Figure 5. Distribution of laminated glass cutting 
machine LAM304 + MV300

Figure 6. Loading arm stops for manual feeding
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the storage area on a spe-
cific rack that will be moved 
within the warehouse by 
the machine itself. 
In addition, these stor-
age systems have been 
designed modularly so 
that the machine can keep 

The SR system was born 
to break these limitations, 
since it can work between 
different halls by skipping 
columns and eliminates 
the need for a bridge crane 
covering the entire storage 
area. Glass is reloaded in 

limit the effective working 
area to the space between 
columns of the same hall 
and are always subordi-
nated to the availability of 
a bridge crane over the en-
tire storage area for glass 
reloading.

403VAC-6 model allows 
having 2 sheets of glass on 
the table at the same time, 
with synchronized move-
ment, allowing the second 
sheet to enter the cutting 
area during the evacua-
tion of the first sheet to the 
breaking system. In addi-
tion, the RUBI 403VAC-6 
model offers the possibility 
of extending useful cuts to 
6100 by 3300 millimetres.
Finally, a fully automated 
solution could be inte-
grated with an automatic 
warehouse: Rack-Shuttle 
SR and an automated cut-
ting line, a simple and eco-
nomical alternative that 
allows automatic storage, 
loading and cutting glass 
with 300 percent increased 
performance.
Each plant is different and 
all of them have elements 
that hinder or block the 
installation of machines or 
their operation. They can 

Figure 7. Monolithic glass cutting 
machine RUBI 403VAC-6

Figure 8. Distribution of laminated glass cutting 
machine RUBI 403VAC-6
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growing as the company’s 
needs do, increasing the 
number of racks and the 
storage area gradually.
The cutting tables, thanks 
to the TUROMAS loading 
system, are able to load the 
glass sheets directly from 
the warehouse rack. In ad-
dition, the Rack-Shuttle 
SR allows simultaneous 
fed to two lines arranged 
in parallel, increasing the 
workflow and glass supply 
to the following processes. 
Combining greater flexibil-
ity and a higher production 
rate, the Rack-Shuttle - SR 

Figure 9.  Automatic warehouse – 
Rack-Shuttle SR - 03

Figure 10. Distribution of 
automatic warehouse SR-03 + cutting 

lines RUBI 303VA + MT300 and LAM 
304 + MV300.
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table manually.
As well as prevention of 
labour risks, the systems 
offer a considerable reduc-
tion in breakages due to 
collisions, since the suction 
cups on the arms detect 
when the surface of the 
glass is close and only then 
activate the vacuum to pre-
vent possible impacts.
To control the grip of the 
suction cups, a vacuum 
pressure switch indicates 
when the optimum vacuum 
level for each glass size is 
reached. In addition, the 
design of these suction 
cups is designed to only 

cutting table itself is the 
optimisation of the space 
and consequently the cost 
savings of the automatic 
loader. There are com-
panies that do not have 
enough infrastructure and 
it is essential for them to 
make the most of the avail-
able space.

3. Safety, an important aspect 
that is not neglected

The TUROMAS loading 
system increases well-be-
ing at work, increasing em-
ployee safety by preventing 
accidents that could occur 
when feeding the cutting 

glass loading, the TURO-
MAS loading system saves 
customers between 10,000 
EUR and 12,000 EUR per 
year as there is no need for 
an operator to feed the cut-
ting table and the same can 
be assigned to other tasks. 
Additionally, instead of 
using the bridge crane to 
feed the cutting table, it 
can be reserved for other 
industrial processes such 
as loading/unloading of 
raw materials and finished 
products.
Another major benefit of 
this technology that inte-
grates the loader into the 

warehouses with automatic 
loading machines with tilt-
ing arms and suction cups 
form a production system 
capable of meeting the 
needs of the most demand-
ing processor and, at the 
same time, adapting to vir-
tually any space and type of 
glass.

2. Save space and money 
without sacrificing absolute 
performance

Compared to other con-
ventional systems, that do 
not integrate automatic 

Figure 2. TUROMAS loading system in 
automatic storage SR-03.
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pull one sheet of glass from 
the package in each cycle.
All this data is monitored 
and displayed on the con-
trol desk of the table and 
the office monitor.   

4. Loads all types of glass

Glass is a material which 
has a wide variety of ty-
pologies and applications 
depending on its com-
position. Therefore, the 
TUROMAS loading sys-
tem has been specifically 
designed to work under 
any circumstances.
This system allows the au-

tomatic loading of stand-
ard sheets of monolithic 
glass with thicknesses from 
2 millimetres. to 25 mil-
limetres. as well as sheets 
of laminated glass up to 
12+12 millimetres. 
In particular, laminated 
glass is heavy and therefore 
difficult to move. In order 
to facilitate its handling, 
the Spanish manufacturer 
offers to the glass proces-
sor the most compact solu-
tion for loading and cutting 
laminated glass currently 
available on the market: an 
MV-300 loading table plus 

a LAM 304 cutting table.
In addition, the loading 
system has been designed 
to avoid contact with the 
top layer of the glass at 
all times, transporting and 
loading the glass without 
touching it and therefore 
without affecting the qual-
ity of the low-emisive layer. 
Every warehouse is unique 
and every customer has 
different requirements, 
so TUROMAS handling 
equipment is versatile and 
tailor made. These state of 
the art technology solutions 
suit not only the entrepre-

neur who is taking the first 
steps towards automation, 
but also the client who needs 
maximum automation and 
productivity.

Turomas Turomas 

Carretera Estación Km. 15, 8

44415 Rubielos De Mora - 

Teruel - Spain

Tel.: +34 - 978 - 804158

Fax: +34 - 978 - 804380

E-mail: info@turomas.com

www.turomas.com
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tion increased 3.1 per cent 
from 2017 to 1.26 million 
units, whereas bus produc-
tion decreased 8.0 per cent 
to 113,000 units.
According to the data from 
Japan Automotive Manu-

cars climbed 2.1 per cent 
to 5.26 million units and 
minicars grew 0.9 per 
cent to 1.50 million units, 
but small cars fell 6.5 per 
cent to 1.61 million units. 
Meanwhile, truck produc-

per cent from 2017, in-
creasing for the second 
consecutive year. Passen-
ger car production rose 
0.1 per cent to a total of 
8.36 million units. Within 
that category, standard 

JAPANESE 
AUTOMOTIVE 
INDUSTRY

In 2018 motor vehicle pro-
duction in Japan totalled 
9.73 million units, up 0.4 

C O U N T R Y  O U T L O O K

JapanJapan
AUTOMOTIVE GLASS 

DEMAND AND INDUSTRY
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facturers Association, au-
tomotive shipments (both 
domestic and export ship-
ments, including motor-
cycles, auto parts, etc.) in 

value terms reached JPY 
60.7 trillion in 2017, up 5.1 
per cent from the previous 
year, accounting for 19.0 
per cent of the total value 

of Japan’s manufacturing 
shipments and 41.2 per 
cent of the value of the ma-
chinery industries’ com-
bined shipments. 
Investments in equipment 
by the auto industry in 
2017 totalled JPY 1.3 tril-
lion and its research and 
development expenditures 
reached JPY 2.9 trillion, up 
4.4 per cent from the previ-
ous year; those figures rep-
resent, respectively, more 
than 20 per cent of the val-
ue of overall investments of 
Japan’s major manufactur-
ing sectors. 
With motor vehicle exports 
in value terms amounting 
to JPY 16 trillion in 2018 
and auto-related employ-
ment in Japan totalling 
5.46 million people, the 
automotive industry is one 
of the Japanese economy’s 
core industrial sectors.

JAPANESE 
AUTOMOTIVE GLASS 
INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
Japanese glass producers 
Asahi Glass, Nippon Sheet 
Glass and Central Glass 
are counted among the 
leading global producers 
of flat and automotive glass 
for both domestic and in-
ternational auto producers. 
These three producers are 
able to meet almost 95 per 
cent of the total demand 
of automotive glass in the 
country, while the remain-
ing 5 per cent is imported 
from other countries in the 
region.
In addition to meeting do-
mestic demand, Japanese 
automotive glass produc-
ers are significant export-
ers of automotive glass to a 
number of countries in the 
region. These producers 

Japan has been the most attractive 

automotive glass market in Asia for 

more than six decades. Even if China 

has overtaken Japan in last decade 

in terms of numbers, the country still 

remains one of the most interesting 

automotive production markets. Demand 

of automotive glass in Japan has 

registered steady growth as a result 

of steady automotive production.

Rajeev Jetley
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lion units, a 0.3 per cent 
increase over the previ-
ous year. Passenger cars 
in use increased 0.4 per 
cent to 62.0 million units, 
with standard and minicars 
growing 2.1 per cent and 
1.3 per cent to 19.2 mil-
lion and 22.4 million units 
respectively, but small cars 
dropping 2.2 per cent to 
20.4 million units. Mean-
while, trucks in use slipped 
0.2 per cent from 2017 
to 14.3 million units, and 
buses in use dipped 0.1 
per cent to 233,000 units. 
At the end of March 2018, 
the average service life of 
motor vehicles in Japan 
was 13.24 years for pas-
senger cars, 14.72 years 
for trucks, and 17.69 years 
for buses.

THE IMPACT OF 
COVID 19 ON 
THE JAPANESE 
AUTOMOTIVE GLASS 
INDUSTRY
Covid 19 is having an ad-
verse impact on the global 
industry in an unprecedent-
ed manner. The last few 

Japan has stringent safety 
and environment stand-
ards, companies are mo-
tivated to always employ 
advanced technologies and 
manufacture value-added 
products.

REPLACEMENT 
MARKET FOR 
AUTOMOTIVE GLASS
In addition to OEM sup-
plies, Japan offers a signifi-
cant replacement market 
for automotive glass. At the 
end of December 2018, 
motor vehicles in use in 
Japan totalled 78.3 mil-

America. The production 
of luxury automotive prod-
ucts has resulted in the de-
mand of high value added 
automotive glass in Japan 
remaining very high. 
Japan has one of the most 
sophisticated and demand-
ing customer markets that 
motivate automotive glass 
producing companies to 
improve productivity and 
carry out innovation that 
could serve consumer 
needs. This means the au-
tomotive glass used in the 
country is highly value 
added.  Moreover, since 

also have their automotive 
glass manufacturing facili-
ties in a number of coun-
tries in Asia, Europe and 
the Americas. 
Steady automotive produc-
tion since the 1950s has 
enabled all the major auto-
motive glass producers to 
take advantage of domes-
tic production. The Japa-
nese automotive industry 
has made steady progress 
during its history. In fact, 
the Japanese automotive 
industry has created tough 
competition for luxury 
car makers in Europe and 
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months have been one of 
the worst times in the his-
tory of the automotive in-
dustry, with production and 
demand plummeting sud-
denly to almost nil levels. 
The lockdown in Japan was 
lifted in mid-May; and Ja-
pan has managed to keep 
the number of deaths due 
to Covid 19 below 1000. 
Nevertheless, the automo-
tive industry and automo-
tive supply chains in the 
country took a severe hit in 
the months of March and 
April. It will take some time 
for the country’s automo-
tive glass producers to at-
tain the sales volume of 

pre-Covid levels. However, 
as compared to most of the 
countries in the region and 
continent, the Japanese au-
tomotive glass industry is 
expected to register steady 
growth, which should be a 
big positive for the coun-
try’s automotive glass pro-
ducers in the short- and 
medium term.

AGC
Asahi Glass Company 
(AGC) is among the top 
global automotive glass 
producers. The company 
has more than 40 per cent 
share of the country’s auto-
motive glass market. 

AGC entered into auto-
motive glass production in 
1956. Revenue from au-
tomotive glass in the first 
quarter of 2020 stood at 
JPY 889 million, a sig-
nificant decrease from the 
sales revenue of JPY 1,001 
million registered in the 
first quarter of 2019. 
With around 5,500 em-
ployees, the company has 
principal automotive glass 
manufacturing facilities in 
14 countries. In addition 
to Japan, the company also 
has automotive production 
facilities in Europe, Japan, 
North America, and South 
America. 

The company has a strong 
global position in the Orig-
inal Equipment (OE) and 
Specialized Transport mar-
kets. It is the largest global 
player in the aftermarket 
glazing distribution and 
wholesale market. 

NIPPON SHEET GLASS
NSG or Nippon Sheet 
Glass, is one of the three 
prominent flat glass pro-
ducers with a significant 
share of the automotive 
glass market in Japan. With 
around 27,000 employees, 
NSG Group has principal 
operations in approximate-
ly 30 countries around the 
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City, Gifu) are engaged in 
the production of automo-
tive glass in Japan. 
Saint-Gobain and Central 
Glass have been working 
jointly in the automotive 
glass markey in Japan since 
2002. Both companies 
have replicated this model 
in China (in 2012) and In-
donesia (in 2016).

materials, chemicals, fer-
tilizers, fine chemicals and 
glass fibers, responding to 
the diversifying needs of 
society.
Central Glass is currently 
the second largest automo-
tive glass supplier in Japan. 
The company operates a 
JV with Saint Gobain – 
Central Saint-Gobain Co., 
Ltd., engaging in imports, 
exports and sales of auto-
motive glass in Japan. Cen-
tral Glass other subsidiar-
ies include: Central Glass 
Module Co., Ltd (Shimot-
suke City, Tochigi) and Ja-
pan Tempered & Laminat-
ed Glass Co., Ltd (Kaizu 

fourth quarter, the com-
pany was also affected by 
Covid-19. 

CENTRAL GLASS
Established as Ube Soda 
Industry Co., Ltd. in 1936 
in Ube City in Yamaguchi, 
the company expanded 
into the fertilizer busi-
ness, and later in 1958, 
launched its glass busi-
ness. It changed its name 
to Central Glass Co., Ltd. 
in 1963.
Today, the company has 
expanded into a wide range 
of fields including automo-
tive glass, architectural 
glass, glass for electronic 

world, and sales in over 
100 countries.
According to NSG man-
agement: “Our automo-
tive business is one of the 
world’s largest suppliers of 
automotive glazing, serv-
ing the Original Equip-
ment (OE), Aftermarket 
Glass Replacement (AGR) 
and Specialized Trans-
port markets. The NSG 
Group supplies all of the 
world’s major automotive 
and specialized transport 
vehicle manufacturers. We 
provide a full range of glaz-
ing solutions to our global 
customers using our ad-
vanced technology.”
In May, the company an-
nounced that its operating 
income decreased 42.5 per 
cent year-on-year to JPY 
21.1 billion and net income 
of JPY 18.9 billion for the 
fiscal year ended March 
2020 (FY2019). The main 
cause is the worsened busi-
ness environment showing 
a decrease in auto produc-
tion volume in Europe and 
a decline in sales prices of 
architectural glass. In the 

AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTION IN JAPAN OVER THE YEARS

Year                   Passenger Cars  Trucks Buses Total

 Standard  Small Mini   

2013 4,618,014 1,888,759 1,682,550 1,308,177 132,681 9,630,181
2014 4,657,765 1,750,895 1,868,410 1,357,761 139,834 9,774,665
2015 4,744,471 1,555,548 1,530,703 1,309,749 137,850 9,278,321
2016 4,999,566 1,610,486 1,263,834 1,201,073 129,743 9,204,702
2017 5,147,256 1,715,970 1,484,610 1,219,741 123,097 9,690,674
2018 5,256,226 1,605,162 1,497,898 1,257,111 113,197 9,729,594
Source- Japan Automotive Manufacturers Association
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A good reputation 
is one of the most 
important qualities 

of an entrepreneur. It is 
thanks to its good reputa-
tion that AKMA is the only 

Russian company that, es-
tablished immediately after 
the fall of the Berlin Wall, 
has grown and developed 
while maintaining the same 
structure and ownership. 

FACING AND 
OVERCOMING 
DIFFICULTIES
Alexey Kinder sums up 
his entrepreneurial phi-

losophy, with the still but 
smiling gaze of those who 
have faced great difficul-
ties, have overcome them 
and have treasured the ex-
perience. We are in St. Pe-

ForelForel
VERTICAL GLASS PROCESSING 
TECHNOLOGY FOR AKMA
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tersburg, and we have just 
visited the headquarters 
of AKMA, the company 
founded by Kinder, owner 
and manager, in 1991. 
30,000 m² of production 
area employing a thousand 
workers and divided into 
10 warehouses, where over 
50,000 m² of double glaz-
ing and 50,000 m² of other 
types of glass panes (tem-
pered, laminated, etc.) are 
processed every month. An 

The founder and owner of AKMA talks about his 

entrepreneurial experience, the difficulties overcome, 

the success achieved, the plans for the future and his 

partnership with Forel.

Akma - Forel Edging Machine

Alexey Kinder (AKMA) and Eduard Kovacic (Forel Russia)
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also led us to become Saint 
Gobain’s strategic partner 
for the Russian market in 
1995. A close and satis-
factory collaboration until 
1998, when the Russian 
state went bankrupt.”
The consequences are well 
known: an unprecedented 
economic collapse, the de-
valuation of the Ruble and 

“Together with a partner, 
I decided to found a pri-
vate company for glass 
processing. I wanted to 
establish a quality-oriented 
business, with profits rein-
vested in employees and in 
the growth of the company 
itself. Due to this strategy, 
I soon found myself the 
sole owner of AKMA, but it 

FOUNDING THE 
COMPANY; 
BECOMING A 
STRATEGIC PARTNER 
FOR SAINT-GOBAIN
“At the end of the 1980s, I 
was a manager in a state-
owned automation com-
pany. I dealt, in particular, 
with the glass and ceramic 
sectors,” recalls Kinder. 

impressive structure which 
deals with all types of pro-
cessing: grinding, drilling, 
milling, chamfering, coat-
ing removal, all types of 
screen and digital printing, 
flat and curved tempering, 
lamination and production 
of residential, commercial 
and facade double glazing.

Akma - Forel Edging Machine
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a difficult recession period. 
At that juncture, unique in 
the history of Russia, com-
panies could legally refuse 
to pay for pending sup-
plies. A policy that caused 
huge losses to all inter-
national groups active in 
the Russian area. AKMA, 
although, paid off all its 
debts within a month. 

Vladimir Mukhin (Forel Russia) and Aleksandr Melnikov (tech director of AKMA)

Visit to AKMA plant by Forel Russia team
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its portfolio there are also 
some special projects of 
the highest level, such as 
the Irina Viner Gymnastics 
centre, the Afimall shop-
ping centre, the buildings 
of Huamin Park (Mos-
cow), which show the in-
disputable talent of AKMA 
in the architectural glass 
sector. 

“EXCELLENT 
TECHNOLOGY – 
FROM A SUPPLIER 
CAPABLE OF 
LISTENING”
“Today we have two Forel 
vertical glass process-
ing lines, we have already 
ordered a third one and 

we assessing other ma-
chines,” concludes 
Kinder “After install-
ing the first line, we 
immediately noticed 
a superior processing 
quality and an increase 

in productivity. Forel 
machines determined 

a clear upgrade for our 
business: they allow us a 
higher productivity and at 
the same time an excellent 
processing quality. In ad-
dition, in Forel, we found 
a different brand compared 
to all other manufactur-
ers: in addition to offering 
cutting-edge technology, 
Forel is a supplier which 
is capable of listening. For 
a group like AKMA this 
is fundamental, not only 
to manage today’s needs 
but, above all, to plan our 
future together. And look-
ing to the future I foresee 
an increasingly demand-

COMPANY 
PRODUCTION
AKMA’s production covers 
a wide range of functions: 
double glazing for residen-
tial, commercial and facade 
use (a sector in which the 
company wants to special-
ize further in the future), 
for the transport sector 
(ships, trains - AKMA has 
just received an order from 
RJDE to supply the win-
dows of 300 trains) and 
glass for interiors, safety 
and artistic installations. In 

a machine, we were able 
to order it in advance, even 
before receiving the financ-
ing. In hindsight, we can 
say that it was during the 
crisis when we most pow-
erfully demonstrated our 
value. Today we are among 
the first glass processing 
companies in Russia: our 
distribution network main-
ly embraces the national 
market, but also Finland, 
Sweden, CIS countries 
(former USSR), Germany, 
the Netherlands, Canada 
and the United States ... 
with the future goal of 
bringing exports up to at 
least 30 per cent of our 
turnover.”

“Back then, it required an 
immense effort, but this 
move proved successful 
in the long run, since it 
greatly strengthened the 
reputation of AKMA,” 
continues Kinder “Saint 
Gobain itself officially de-
clared that we were a seri-
ous and reliable company 
to do business with, and 
they continued their col-
laboration with AKMA. 
From then onwards, all the 
other partners acknowl-
edged our professionalism. 
Over the years we have en-
tered into over 300 leasing 
contracts, which we always 
fulfilled. To the point that, 
when we urgently needed 

Alexey Kinder

MIBC Moscow city Afimall city shopping center
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ing market: we must be 
able to offer increasingly 
higher quality and to invest 
in qualifying personnel and 
in the technologies to be 
used. These are the chal-
lenges that AKMA will face 
in the future, with the firm 
intention of winning.”

(The photos of this article 
were taken before the Cov-
id-19 emergency)

FOREL S.p.A.FO p

Via per Monastier, 4

Vallio di Roncade 31056

Treviso - Italy
Tel: +39 0422 840507

Fax: +39 0422 840900

Mail: info@forelspa.com

www.forelspa.com

Eduard Kovacic and Alexey Kinder

Center rhythmic gymnastics Irina Viner in Moscow 2019
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F A Ç A D E  S O L U T I O N S

AGC Glass Europe 
presents SunEwat
A NEW RANGE OF ENERGY-
GENERATING FAÇADE SOLUTIONS
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T
he key factor in a 
building’s image is 
typically its façade. 

In this fast-moving world, 
architects and designers 
have to adapt and evolve 
in an effort to comply with 
increasingly stringent en-
vironmental standards and 
cost-efficiency require-
ments. This is especially 
true for buildings, which 
account for about 40 per 

cent of energy consump-
tion in the EU. With this in 
mind, AGC Glass Europe’s 
Active Glass business unit 
is shaping the future of 
façades by introducing its 
brand-new and innovative 
SunEwat product range, 
delivering affordable energy- 
saving façade solutions 
that do not compromise on 
design, aesthetics, perfor-
mance or quality. 

DEVELOPED IN 
PARTNERSHIP WITH 
SOLAR SPECIALISTS
AGC’s new product range 
– developed for use in fa-
çade windows, spandrels, 
cladding and other appli-
cations – is the result of in-
tensive collaboration with 
specially selected partners, 
including PHYSEE Tech-
nologies, Sonnenstrom-
fabrik, SolTech and Solar 
Visuals. “By combining 
their expertise in solar en-
ergy with our expertise in 
glass, we can now supply 
a wide range of cutting-
edge photovoltaic-embed-
ded glass solutions,” says  
Xavier Sahyoun, Manager 
of AGC Glass Europe’s  
Active Glass business unit.
He continues: “The Sun-

Ewat range is a revolution 
compared to conventional 
unattractive photovoltaic 
panels. Our modules com-
ply with nearly zero-energy 
building requirements, 
while offering façade de-
signers limitless architec-
tural and aesthetic options 
as well as seamless integra-
tion into buildings. Sun-
Ewat solutions are also 
cost-efficient, featuring re-
cord low payback periods.” 

THE SUNEWAT RANGE
SunEwat products for win-
dows are available under the 
names Vision Square, Vi-
sion Stripe and SmartSkin. 
By enabling architects and 
designers to take an ar-
tistic approach to vision 
glass elements, SunEwat 

Today’s fast moving glass sector, especially 

with regards to façade glass, is requiring 

smart, sustainable buildings that do not 

compromise on aesthetics or performance. 

SunEwat from AGC Glass Europe responds 

to these requirements when used in façade 

windows, spandrels, cladding and other 

applications.

 Stopray Active is an opaque spandrel and cladding glass solution that embeds 
photovoltaic cells concealed behind a Stopray Vision coating. It perfectly matches 
AGC’s Stopray Vision coating of the windows, delivering an aesthetically superb 

project while ensuring optimal energy generation.
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Vision delivers elegant so-
lutions that showcase the 
use of green energy while 
maintaining the glazing’s 
transparency and func-
tionality. SmartSkin is a 
dynamic façade innovation 
by PHYSEE Technologies 
combining photovoltaics 
and learning sensors with 
a smart building manage-
ment system.
SunEwat products for 
spandrels are marketed 
under the names Stopray  
Active, Artlite Active and  
Lacobel T Active. In these 
products, the photovoltaic 
cells are completely hidden 
behind a coating, creative 
designs or a coat of paint, 
resulting in the most aes-
thetically appealing render-
ing of a project while still 

delivering optimal energy 
generation and shorter 
payback times. Artlite Ac-
tive, developed in partner-
ship with Solar Visuals, is 
an innovative solution ena-
bling total customisation 
of the cladding area with 
infinite possibilities for im-
ages, colours and prints. 
Lacobel T Active is a totally 
uniform solution featur-
ing photovoltaic cells con-
cealed behind high-quality 
glossy paint. Stopray Vi-
sion coatings for windows 
can now be matched per-
fectly with Stopray Active, 
an active spandrel version 
delivering an aesthetically 
superb project with a uni-
form appearance while en-
suring optimal energy gen-
eration.

THE FUTURE OF 
FAÇADES
With over a decade of ex-
perience in active glass 
technologies and numer-
ous successful projects 
completed around the 
world, AGC Glass Europe 
confirms the accelerating 
transition towards smart, 
sustainable buildings that 
do not compromise on aes-
thetics or performance.

AGC GLASS EUROPE, 
A EUROPEAN 
LEADER IN FLAT 
GLASS
Based in Louvain-la-Neuve 
(Belgium), AGC Glass Eu-
rope produces, processes 
and markets flat glass for 
the construction industry 

(external glazing and inte-
rior decoration), car man-
ufacture and solar power 
applications. It is the Eu-
ropean branch of AGC, the 
world’s leading producer 
of flat glass. It has over 
100 sites throughout Eu-
rope, from Spain to Rus-
sia, and employs around 
16,500 employees.

AGC Glass EuropeAGC Glass E p

Avenue Jean Monnet 

41348 Louvain-la-Neuve - Belgium

Tel.: +32-2-4093000

Fax: +32-2-6724462

E-mail: comauto@eu.agc.com

www.agc-glass.eu
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C ONTRIBUTING 
TOWARDS 
GREEN 

BUILDING 
CERTIFICATES
Green Building certificates 
are increasingly becoming 
a verified planning instru-
ment. They sharpen the 
focus upon an integrated 
view of the life cycle as 
well as integral solution 
approaches for sustainable 
buildings. Intelligent tech-
nologies play a key role in 
releasing areas of sustain-

ability potential. Dimma-
ble glazing such as Halio® 
Glass are also increasingly 
coming into focus where 
certification according to 
international standards 
such as BREEAM, LEED, 
WELL, DGNB/ÖGNI/
SGNI or national stand-
ards such as ÖGNB or 
SNBS is sought.    
The Fridays for Future 
movement has become a 
bit quieter. Many archi-
tects and companies have 
nevertheless declared their 
solidarity with the aims of 

Halio Glass

DELIVERS ON ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
AND VISUAL COMFORT

Electrochromic glazing is used more and 

more in architecture thanks to its ability to 

improve offers the energy performance of 

the façades it is used in. There is, however, 

another important sustainability benefit to 

be had from the use of these important 

glass types, which is their contribution 

towards a simplification of the design of 

the façade itself.
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the climate movement in 
recent months. The Feder-
ation of the German Con-
struction Industry (Haupt-
verband der Deutschen 
Bauindustrie) also writes 
in a statement that all sec-
tors of the economy must 
make a contribution in or-
der to achieve the national 
and international climate 
protection targets.
The assessment criteria for 
sustainable building have 
been continuously extend-
ed since the introduction 
of BREEAM, the starting 
point of all Green Build-
ing certificates. Life cycle 
assessments and recycling 
management aspects took 
on increased importance, 
as did the health, comfort 
and well-being of building 
users. Robert Jagger, Halio 
Sales Manager for the Eu-
rope and Middle East re-
gions, is certain that intel-
ligently switchable glazing 
will be one of the success-
ful products of the coming 
years: “Tinted glass con-
tributes towards the topic 
of sustainable building on 
several levels. On the one 
hand, it does of course 
concern improvements in 
energy efficiency. On the 
other hand, it measur-
ably increases the levels of 

Sustainable building is 
no longer just merely an 

option, but a must.

Daylight and energy 
input can be dynamically 
optimised using 
switchable glazing
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visual and thermal comfort 
and thus also contribute 
towards improved health 
and performance.”

MINIMISATION 
OF ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION, 
OPTIMISATION 
OF ENERGETIC 
PERFORMANCE
The highest possible level 
of energy efficiency is, of 
course, a great benefit for 
all current Green Building 
certifications. Electrochro-
mic glazing influences the 
energy consumption of a 
building in two ways.  
Due to the fact they regu-
late the energy input de-
pending on the weather, 
position of the sun and 
user needs, they conse-
quently reduce the costs 
of heating, summer air 
conditioning and artificial 
lighting. Depending on the 
glass design, Halio glass 

panes achieve Ug values of 
up to 0.5 W/(m2K). The 
total energy transmittance 
can be gradually regulated 
downwards from 45 per 
cent in the untinted state 
to only two per cent in the 
tinted state. “Obviously, the 
direct energy-saving poten-
tial of Halio glazing varies 
depending on the climate 
region and the orienta-
tion of the façade, but our 
experiences demonstrate 
that, thanks to our innova-
tive control algorithms and 
tinting speed, the optimum 
result can exceed 20 per 
cent,” adds Jagger.

HEALTH AND USER 
COMFORT
Light, especially daylight, 
has always been one of 
the most important design 
elements in architecture. 
However, the question 
of how important natural 
daylight really is for peo-

ple’s health, was only final-
ly brought to the attention 
of building planners due to 
a relatively novel scientific 
discipline. 
Chronobiology recognised 
that the eye is not only an 
organ of sight, but that 
hormone production in the 
body is also influenced by 
its retinal photo-receptors. 
The blue light in the morn-
ing stimulates the forma-
tion of cortisol and revives 
us, the reddish light in the 
evening sends us into a state 
of rest due to an increased 
release of melatonin. Day-
light therefore has a mood 
lifting, energising effect, 
which, due to a lack of time 
spent in the open air, we 
can only achieve through 
sufficiently large windows 
and skylights in our living 
and working environments. 
The WELL Building 
Standard, which above all 
measures and standardises 
structural measures for the 
health and well-being of 
building users, was the first 
system to establish guide-
lines to ensure the integrity 
of the circadian rhythm.

VISUAL AND 
THERMAL COMFORT
All sustainability certifi-
cates stress the importance 

Daylight therefore has a mood 
lifting, energising effect ...
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in the range of normal so-
lar control glazing. In a 
completely darkened state, 
the light transmission level 
decreases to 2 per cent and 
95 per cent of the radiation 
input is kept out. Halio 
glazing switches to an even 
shade of grey in under 
three minutes without any 
blue cast or volatile gra-
dients. “This may not win 
any sustainability points, 
but it does win a lot of rec-

The view outside remains 
unobstructed and due to 
the fact that mechanical 
solar protection can be 
dispensed with when us-
ing dimmable glazing, the 
connection with the out-
side world is not lost even 
when the glazing is gently 
tinted. With a maximum 
light transmission of 65 per 
cent in the double glazing 
version, Halio is positioned 

and thermal comfort is the 
Halio cloud. Here all the 
parameters such as the us-
ers’ individual preferences, 
building use, location, the 
alignment of the façades 
and the weather conditions 
are tracked and recorded. 
With a colour rendering 
index of 97, Halio glass 
cannot be distinguished 
from conventional glaz-
ing in its untinted state. 

of daylight. However, they 
do certainly make a differ-
ence in terms of the weight-
ing of related aspects such 
as solar protection and 
glare protection, the out-
side view, colour render-
ing, availability of daylight 
or room temperature.
Even if standards are 
specified for the measure-
ment and calculation of 
the evaluation criteria, they 
remain characteristics that 
we perceive subjectively. 
“By combining automa-
tion and individualisation, 
Halio glass makes a major 
contribution both towards 
the energy goals of build-
ing operators and to peo-
ple’s feeling of well-being,” 
explains Jagger. The ad-
vantages of as much day-
light as possible are coun-
terbalanced, especially in 
summer, by the adverse 
effects of glare or over-
heating. Users have the op-
tion of changing the tint of 
each individual glass pane 
themselves via apps, local 
control panels or voice as-
sistants. The central con-
trol and regulation unit for 
the automatic optimisa-
tion of daylight incidence 

Halio glass makes a major 
contribution both towards 
the energy goals of 
building operators ...
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ognition from architects 
and users,” laughs Robert 
Jagger.
Conservation of resources
The use of electrochromic 
glazing offers yet another 
sustainability benefit: in a 
lot of cases they contribute 
towards a simplification of 
the façade design.
The adaptive double façade 
that was originally planned 
is replaced by space and 
raw material saving ele-
ment façades or mullion 
and transom constructions. 
Smart insulating glazing 
improves the energy per-
formance of the façade, 
reduces complexity and 
makes a positive contribu-
tion towards the overall 
balance of the raw material 
cycle.

H A L I O  I N T E R N A T I O N A L
As the exclusive supplier of Halio products and services 

to the building industry, Halio is a joint venture between 

AGC, the world’s largest flat glass manufacturer, and 

Kinestral Technologies, Inc., which develops and 

manufactures Halio smart-tinting technologies. The joint 

venture comprises two entities: Halio North America 

and Halio International. The partnership leverages the 

partners’ respective strengths and knowledge: AGC’s 

reputation in the building industry and 100+ years 

of experience in glass technologies and Kinestral’s 

innovative, patented smart-tinting technologies.

Halio Glass

www.halioglass.eu
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C O M P A N Y  G R O W T H

B
ovone Diamond Tools was 
founded in 2003 to work 
alongside its sister company 

Elettromeccanica Bovone, supply-
ing the wheels for flat glass process-
ing machinery. The production of 
diamond wheels includes those for 
bevellers, straight-line edgers, and 
work centres of all major machinery 
manufacturers.
In 2007, BDT started with the pro-
duction of diamond routers, acces-
sories for manual and automatic 
drills, as well as work centres, fol-

lowed by – in 2010 – the patented 
revolutionary router Goldnet. BDT 
also supplies polishing and felt 
wheels, cerium oxide, cooling oil, 
pumice and carborundum cloths, as 
well as other complementary acces-
sories for flat glass processing. 

FACING THE CONTINUOUSLY 
EVOLVING FUTURE
Bovone Diamond Tools is now con-
tinuing to pursue its path of affirma-
tion in the sector of diamond tools 
for glass and stone renewing its 

BDT
CONTINUOUS 
PRESENCE WITH 
A SOLID ‘MADE 
IN ITALY’ TRADITION
BDT is a fast-moving company, undergoing continuous 

growth and development in all areas: from company 

staff, to the development of new and increasingly 

performing tools for flat glass processing.
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pany that is moving forward 
thanks to solid traditions.
The colours create conti-
nuity and confirm the dis-
tinctive values of BDT’s 
mission:  quality, produc-
tivity and reliability. A solid 
and traditional company 
that constantly pushes for-
ward.

ment of new, increasingly 
performing solutions, col-
laborating side by side with 
customers, leading to the 
most suitable products that 
respond to specific needs.

VISIBLE RENEWAL 
– ALSO IN 
COMMUNICATION
This framework of renew-
al is communicated and 
transmitted by means of a 
new visual brand that the 
company launched ear-
lier this year: a clear and 
unique message supported 
by a new graphic layout 
that speak about the com-

active functional approach 
to address the new chal-
lenges of the market.

A COMBINATION OF 
TECHNOLOGICAL, 
HUMAN AND 
COGNITIVE 
RESOURCES
A constantly growing Tech-
nical Sales team, a recently 
strengthened Research and 
Development area to ex-
periment and identify new 
solutions that make BDT 
tools a concentrate of high 
quality and innovation.
The same importance is giv-
en to the constant develop-

productive forces: a trans-
versal renewal process that 
is based on the continuous 
input of energy, instilling 
new life to the values and 
characteristics that have 
contributed to the success-
ful position that the com-
pany now has in its refer-
ence sectors.
The solid all-Italian tradi-
tion of BDT has, in fact, 
recently been enriched with 
new personnel to work 
alongside the specialists 
already present in the com-
pany: looking to the future 
with renewed enthusiasm 
and strong dynamism. An 

BDTBDT

Via Voltri 78

15076 Ovada (AL) - Italy

Tel.: +39 - 0143 - 835796

www.bovonediamond.com
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C A S E  S T U D Y

O
lympic Glass is 
one of the UK’s 
leading manu-

facturers and proces-
sors of safety glass and 
sealed units. On an area 
of around 8,500 m², high-
quality products are manu-
factured at the headquar-
ters in Sheerness, Kent, on 
the south-east coast of the 

UK, and can be delivered 
anywhere in the UK. To 
ensure the high quality of 
its products, the company 
has been cooperating with 
LiSEC for many years.

QUALITY, 
RELIABILITY AND 
TOP SERVICE
Olympic Glass has been 
manufacturing and process-
ing quality glass products for 
the private and commercial 
glass industry since 1992. 
The company produces 
toughened safety glass and a 
variety of special glass prod-
ucts, such as energy-saving 
insulating glass units, coated 
tempered glass and fire pro-
tection glass.

Olympic Glass is known for 
its commitment and focus 
on the double-glazing mar-
ket and is distinguished by 
its wide range of products 
with all types of glass, many 
spacer widths and optional 
gas fillings. Olympic Glass 
is one of the market lead-
ers in supplying insulating 
glass products of the highest 
standard not only thanks to 
its broad product portfolio, 
but also because of its high-
quality manufacturing pro-
cesses, high reliability and 
top service.

COOPERATION 
BETWEEN LISEC AND 
OLYMPIC GLASS
The partnership between 

Olympic Glass and LiSEC 
also began in 1992: “When 
we started to operate at 
Olympic Glass, we were 
looking for the best and 
highest quality machines in 
the industry – LiSEC met 
our criteria perfectly,” said 
Gary Jenkins, Managing 
Director of Olympic Glass, 
who has always appreci-
ated working with LiSEC. 
“LiSEC has always worked 
closely with us in the de-
velopment of our machines 
and software and has al-
ways supported our needs,” 
he continued.
Ged Smith, Managing Di-
rector of LiSEC Software 
UK Limited, also speaks 
only positively about the 

LiSECLiSEC
PROVIDING SERVICE, 

MACHINES AND SOFTWARE 
FOR OLYMPIC GOLD

With over 25 years of experience in the processing and manufacturing of safety glass, 

Olympic Glass speaks to us about how it has become one of the UK’s leaders in its 

field – especially thanks to equipment from LiSEC.
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cooperation, “Olympic 
Glass and LiSEC have been 
business partners for over 
20 years and it is no coin-
cidence that Olympic Glass 
have grown continuously 
during this time. Gary Jen-
kins understands the value 
of technology in his con-
stant push for improvement 
and excellence. He knows 
from experience that LiSEC 
is a business partner you 
can trust – when it comes 
to service, machines and 
software. With LiSEC he 
achieves the high standards 
he sets. He has a concrete 
vision for the future of his 
company – we can provide 
the pathway to that future. 
Nonetheless, we must not 
forget the importance of 
personal relationships – 
Gary knows that there is a 
high level of trust and hon-
esty in communication be-
tween our companies at all 
levels. We both value this 
connection and it will bring 
positive benefits to both of 
us in the future.”
With regards to the long-
standing cooperation be-
tween the two companies, 
Roger Hafenscherer, LiSEC 
Head of Business-Unit Ser-

vice, said, “Over the years, 
a great business relation-
ship has developed between 
Olympic Glass and LiSEC. A 
good customer-supplier re-
lationship plays a significant 
role or rather is the basis for 
the success of a company.”
The fact that Olympic Glass 
is convinced of LiSEC is 
easy to see, right there in 
the company. Olympic 
Glass owns LiSEC cutting 
tables, LiSEC bending ma-
chines, LiSEC machines for 
grinding and washing, two 
production lines and the 
LiSEC perfectscan. Fur-
thermore, Olympic Glass is 
equipped with LiSEC soft-
ware for capacity planning, 
delivery management, stock 
management and purchas-
ing, shelf management, as 
well as LiSEC Scancam, 
LiSEC EDI order and 
LiSEC software for auto-
matic batch planning.
According to Gary Jenkins, 
what sets LiSEC apart from 
other companies is their 
unique progress in the de-
velopment of new machines 
and software in the indus-
try, but also the close mu-
tual working relationship. 
LiSEC’s software products 

and services help Olympic 
Glass to develop new tech-
nologies, increase produc-
tivity and give the company 
a competitive advantage.

EMPLOYEES, 
CUSTOMERS AND 
SUPPLIERS DURING 
COVID-19
Due to restrictions and 
guidelines of the Brit-
ish government, Olympic 
Glass stopped production 
and closed its factory on 
24 March 2020. “We have 
contacted all customers and 
suppliers to ensure that re-
lationships are maintained 
while retaining cash flow. 
Through constant commu-
nication with our custom-
ers, we have always kept up 
to date with the latest mar-
ket information. As a result, 
a gradual return to work 
began on 4 May 2020,” said 
Gary Jenkins.
This return to work was 
carefully planned to ensure 
compliance with govern-
ment guidelines. Safety 
distances were also strictly 
observed, hand disinfectant 
dispensers were placed, and 
masks were provided for 
the employees. Gary Jen-

kins looks to the future with 
hope, “These are unprec-
edented times and it is im-
possible to predict the com-
ing months, but the initial 
signals from our customers 
are positive.”
But during this exceptional 
situation, it is important not 
only preservation or the vi-
sion of customers. In these 
times, suppliers must also 
show that they can still offer 
top service and rapid assis-
tance in the event of prob-
lems, despite the difficult 
general conditions. Cooper-
ation with LiSEC has, once 
again, proven its worth in 
this instance. Thanks to the 
usual fast reaction and re-
sponse times, cooperation at 
eye level has been excellent, 
and the reliability of LiSEC 
service has once again been 
proven.
“At LiSEC Service the cus-
tomer’s word is heard. 
This is important! During 
COVID-19 we also main-
tained a 24-hour hotline and 
various standby services for 
spare and wear parts sales 
to support our customers as 
much as possible during this 
special time,” said Roger 
Hafenscherer.

LiSECLiSEC

Peter-Lisec-Straße 1

3353 Seitenstetten - Austria

Tel.: +43-7477-4050

Fax: +43-7477-40580

E-mail: sales@lisec.com

www.lisec.com
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volved in a leading capacity 
in the structural design for 
the first congenial collabo-
ration of Rem Koolhaas 
and CRICURSA: the Casa 
da Música concert hall in 
Porto, the wave-shaped 
glass façades of which have 
become something of a 

WAVE-SHAPE 
PROVIDES STABILITY
Rob Nijsse, Professor of 
Structural Analysis and 
former partner of the 
Dutch engineering compa-
ny ABT Arnhem, and ABT 
structural consultant Ron-
ald Wenting were both in-

some time now. Especial-
ly for energy-efficiency 
reasons, the warm edge 
spacer system was also 
used for the 5,500 square 
metre glass façade of the 
Qatar National Library 
in Doha, which was com-
pleted in 2018. 

C
RICURSA Cris-
tales Curvados, 
SA and the warm 

edge Super Spacer® have 
been a proven team in 
the production of curved 
XXL insulating glass units 
for iconic buildings with 
unique glass façades for 

C A S E  S T U D Y

Edgetech
FLEXIBLE SPACER SYSTEMS 

FOR HOT DESERT CLIMATES

The wave-shaped glass façade of the Qatar National 
Library covers a total area of 5,500 square metres
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trademark of star architect 
Rem Koolhaas and his Rot-
terdam office OMA archi-
tects over the last 15 years. 
In their article “Designing 
and constructing corru-
gated glass façades,” Rob 
Njisse and Roland Wenting 
write: “If the desired cor-
rugated form can be folded 
from a sheet of paper, then 
the glass industry will also 
be able to produce it.” In-
deed, the static benefits of 
a façade designed as a wave 
are obvious. In the same 
way as a sheet of paper that 
has been folded to form 
an accordion, it possesses 
much more rigidity than flat 
paper. But one should not 
interpret this quote as non-
chalantly as it first sounds. 
This is because the two 
structural engineers know 
from their own experience 
that there are only a handful 
of glass bending shops in the 
world capable of producing 

curved XXL glass panes in 
the required qualities, with 
the necessary tight radii and 
minimal tolerances. 
The planning team also 
broke new ground with its 
solution involving the con-
struction of the glass façade 
as a load-bearing, brac-
ing element. In the case of 
Porto, Rem Koolhaas had 
the vision of glass façades 
without steel and where 
possible without disruptive 
pillars, beams, steel cables 
or frames. A considerable 
challenge, which was ulti-
mately met by CRICURSA, 
one of the world’s best 
renowned manufacturers 
of curved glass. Curved 
XXL glass panes arranged 
in close proximity to each 
other in a wave-like design, 
which stabilise each other 
and thus jointly bear the 
loads acting upon them, 
made it possible to dis-
pense with vertical frames. 

The braced corners of the building provide the façade 
with the exterior shape of a diamond

Edgetech’s Super Spacer® flexible 

foam-based spacer systems act as 

energy-efficient warm edge spacers 

in insulating glass windows. They 

significantly reduce energy loss to the 

outside, largely prevent condensation 

and also contribute to the lifetime 

of a window. This articles gives us a 

perfect example of how these spacers 

are used with their application in the 

Qatar National Library by CRICURSA.
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SUPER SPACER® 
TRISEAL™ IN THE 
QATAR NATIONAL 
LIBRARY
Rem Koolhaas also opted 
for a corrugated glass fa-
çade for the recently com-
pleted Qatar National Li-
brary building for the new 
Education City in Doha. 
This time the glass panes 
are designed in an omega 
shape, inspired by the no-
tion of drying paper sheets. 
In a manner resembling 
the corners of a box be-
ing folded up, the glass 
façades form the shape of 
a diamond. They filter out 
the glaring sunlight and il-
luminate the library with 
as much diffuse, glare-free 
daylight as possible. The 
light is reflected down into 
the room via a white alu-
minium ceiling.

On average, more than 
300 million metres Super 
Spacer® are sold annually 

in over 90 countries 
worldwide.
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You do not enter the 
138-metre long library 
from the side, but instead 
access the centre of a sin-
gle triangular room under 
the supported corner of 
the building and you are 
immediately surrounded 
by three terraces with mar-
ble bookshelves. The Qatar 
National Library houses 
more than one million 
books and 500,000 digi-
tal editions across an area 

of some 42,000 square 
metres. A mezzanine floor 
with reading tables, media 
rooms, study rooms and 
a large auditorium is ac-
commodated on a self-sup-
porting bridge that spans 
almost the entire room. 
OMA architects Rotterdam 
has come across a particu-
larly spectacular solution 
for the accommodation of 
the Heritage Collection, 
which comprises particu-
larly valuable scriptures 
and manuscripts on Arab-
Islamic civilisation and is 
presented in the form of 
a permanent exhibition: a 
6-metre deep room with a 
glass ceiling covered with 
beige travertine, reminis-
cent of an excavation laby-
rinth, was embedded into 
the ground. The message is 
clear: Books are treasures 
that are worth raising in the 
public’s consciousness. 

ENERGY-OPTIMISED 
FAÇADE
In the Qatar National Li-
brary, the absence of me-
tallic elements in the glass 
façade also has a decisive 
climatic benefit: there are 

E D G E T E C H  E U R O P E  G M B H
Edgetech’s Super Spacer® flexible foam-based spacer systems act as energy-efficient warm edge spacers in 
insulating glass windows. They significantly reduce energy loss to the outside, largely prevent condensation 
and also contribute to the lifetime of a window. On average, worldwide, more than 300 million metres are 
sold annually in over 90 countries.
Edgetech Europe GmbH, located in Heinsberg Germany, is a fully-owned subsidiary of Quanex Building 
Products Corporation, an industry-leading manufacturer of components sold to Original Equipment 
Manufacturers (OEMs) in the building products industry. Based in Houston, Texas, Quanex designs and 
manufactures energy-efficient fenestration products, in addition to kitchen and bath cabinet components. 
Regarding the turnover Edgetech/Quanex is the world’s largest manufacturer of spacers. Edgetech Europe 
GmbH is a sales location for the markets in continental Europe and one of the three worldwide Edgetech 
production plants, with a total of 450 employees and 16 extruders.

Glass façades provide the room with diffuse, 
glare-free daylight
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no potential thermal bridg-
es that conduct heat into 
the interior of the building 
and which could weaken 
the insulating effect of the 
gas layer and warm edge 
in the curved double glaz-
ing. “Qatar is one of the 
regions most markedly af-
fected by the rise in average 
temperatures caused by 
climate change,” explains 
CRICURSA’s Market-
ing Director Joan Tarrus. 
“Outdoors, temperatures 
exceed 40° centigrade 
in the summer, the tem-
perature inside the library 
should be a pleasant 20°. 
The energy-related and 
thus production-related 
challenges placed upon the 
façade glazing were thus 
enormous, especially in 
view of the fact we did not 
want to plan for mechani-
cal shading under any cir-
cumstances.” 
The arrangement of the 
curved glazing ensures the 
façade is self-supporting 
and exceptionally resist-
ant to wind loads. “Antoni 
Gaudí made use of the 
same principle when he 
inserted the famous Cate-
narian arches,” according 
to Joan Tarrus. Compared 
to a flat glass surface with 
an identical pane thick-
ness, the corrugated shape 
enables much higher loads 
to be transferred both out 
of the plane of the glass 
– the load-bearing capac-
ity increases by 1,000 per 
cent here according to Rob 
Nijsse and Roland Wein-
ing – and also in-plane of 
the glass. In Doha the steel 

The glass structure is characterised by 
the filtering and reflection of light and 
the lowest possible levels of heat input
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bases between the glass ele-
ments were connected with 
interior columns to provide 
the construction with even 
more stability.
Joan Tarrus continues: 
“When we started ana-
lysing OMA’s architects 
new challenge, undulating 
DGU façade, the new there 
was only on way: slump-
ing technique. Despite the 
technical challenges we 
knew we were going to 
face due to the extreme cli-
mate conditions in Doha, 
curved annealed glass was 
the only possible approach 
to provide an integral solu-
tion (geometry, coatings, 
ceramic frit, dimensions) 
corrugating the glass to 
550 mm radius, providing 
us with greater freedom in 
the design process”.
The glass panes that are 
up to 5.50 metres high, 
laminated and curved, are 
designed as double glazed 
insulating glass units. A 
low-E coating, and a solar 
control coating, filter and 
reflect sunlight. A grey grid 
of 3 mm metallic dots with 
a precise 6 mm spacing be-
tween them was burnt into 
them in order to reduce ra-

diation transmission even 
further; it represents a 
technological masterpiece 
due to these tight radii and 
the immense sizes involved. 

WARM EDGE 
INDISPENSABLE IN 
DESERT CLIMATES
CRICURSA chose the 
flexible Super Spacer®  
TriSeal™ Flex product 
as its warm edge spacer. 
The product developed by  
Edgetech/Quanex espe-
cially for curved glazing is, 
based on the experiences of 
CRICURSA, ideally suited 
for the extreme climate 
loads in the desert. 
“In this climate region, the 
use of a warm edge for 
double glazing is indis-
pensable in order to opti-
mise the energy efficiency 
of a building,” explains 
Joachim Stoss, Managing 
Director of Edgetech Eu-
rope GmbH and Vice Pres-
ident International Sales 
at Quanex. The constant 
transition between hot 
sunlight, shade and cooler 
night temperatures leads to 
the permanent movement 
of the glass, and conse-
quently, to considerable 

years. Due to the proper-
ties of the structural foam 
the spacer system absorbs 
the pumping motions of 
the panes and prevents 
wear of the primary seal,” 
explains Stoss. 

Edgetech Europe GmbHEdgetech E p

Gladbacher Strasse 23

52525 Heinsberg - Germany

Tel.: +49 - 2452.96491.0

Fax: +49 - 2452.96491.11

E-mail: info@edgetech-europe.com

www.superspacer.com

The stacked glass elements are up 
to 5.50 metres in height

The curved glass panes in the Qatar 
National Library have a radius of 550 mm

mechanical stress on the 
edge seal. “Flexible spac-
ers such as Super Spacer 
hermetically seal the space 
between the panes for many 
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I N T E L L I G E N T  B U I L D I N G S

Guardian Glass

DOUBLE SKIN FAÇADE THAT 
MEETS COMPLEX AESTHETIC 

AND TECHNICAL 
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
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CUBE BERLIN
cube berlin is an eye-
catching, 11-storey 

office building located at 
Washington Platz in the 
Europacity urban district 
of Berlin. This 19,000 
square-metre structure, 
developed by CA Immo, 
is an excellent example of 
how innovative architec-
tural design can be suc-
cessfully combined with 
the complex technical 
(structural and energy per-
formance) requirements of 
an ‘intelligent’ commercial 
building.
Designed by 3XN Archi-
tects of Copenhagen, cube 
berlin stands out due to its 
fully glazed, double skin 
ventilated façade that in-
tegrates the building into 
the surrounding environ-
ment. The unique, cus-
tom-designed façade not 

only meets the aesthetics 
required by the architect, 
but also meets the high 
structural and energy per-
formance requirements.
Due to the combination 
of glass used in the fully 
glazed façade, the aesthet-
ics are visually appealing, 
reflecting the building’s 
surroundings on all sides 
and dynamically changing 
its appearance depending 
on the viewing angle, the 
weather and time of day. 
The dynamic façade uses 
a stepped thermal façade 
beneath an outer glass skin, 
which wraps the building 
in a triangular pattern. Ac-
cess points are introduced 
through a set of articulated 
openings in the outer skin 
on all four sides and on 
multiple floors.
Torben Østergaard, part-
ner at 3XN and architect 

on the project comments: 
“Our initial idea was to 
sculpt the building so that 
it would enter a dialogue 
with the urban space, the 
surrounding buildings and 

life at Washington Platz. In 
order to make the building 
work as a sculpture on the 
square we were looking for 
reflective glass that empha-
sises the surface while also 

Guardian Glass, one of the world’s largest 

manufacturers of float, coated and fabricated 

glass products, gives us an insight into one of 

the most recent applications of its products. 

The ‘intelligent’ cube berlin combines innovative 

architectural design with the complex structural 

and energy performance required by today’s 

building industry.
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Drees & Sommer, façade 
consultant on the project 
states: “To prevent over-
heating of the cavity, we 
put solar control coatings 
and solar absorbing PVB 
layers in the outer skin.”
Matthias Schmidt, Head of 
Development at Investor 
CA Immo states: “We are 
aiming for DGNB Gold 
certification on this pro-
ject. The design of the fa-
çade is actually very energy 
efficient and together with 
a clever technical concept 
that, among other things, 
includes regaining energy 
from heat, adds up in total 
to an effective energy so-
lution that will negate the 
common idea that glass 
buildings are severe energy 
spenders.”
Another challenge was the 
structural make-up of the 
glass. This meant add-
ing another structural in-
terlayer, which had to be 
compatible with the solar 
absorbing PVB interlayer. 
This solution was devel-
oped from scratch and na-
tional approval had to be 
sought during the design 
and construction phase. By 
adding this extra structural 
interlayer, edge stability 
was increased, and the risk 
of delamination lowered, 
while reducing the yellow-
ness index.
Joachim Fauth says: “To 
design such a complex 
product, you need real 
teamwork, which is ex-
actly what happened dur-
ing the design phase, with 
the glass supplier, the PVB 
supplier, the architect and 

consumption compared to 
traditional office buildings. 
The ventilated double skin 
façade was a crucial fac-
tor here. As well as being 
a natural daylight provider, 
the façade also offers ef-
fective protection against 
(solar) heat gain, while 
allowing the occupants to 
benefit from natural venti-
lation. As Joachim Fauth of 

ditions but also to allow for 
the particular feel of floor-
to-ceiling windows that of-
fer great outside views.”

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
As well as its stunning ar-
chitecture, the project also 
stands out due to its high 
level of commitment to 
environmental sustainabil-
ity, with reduced energy 

visually reflecting the sur-
roundings…
Another important design 
element was to maximise 
natural daylight for the 
building’s occupants. As 
Torben Østergaard states: 
“As the floor plates are 
rather deep, we were aim-
ing at a fully glazed façade, 
not only to produce the 
best possible daylight con-
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the façade consultant all 
working closely together.” 

EXPERT ADVICE AND 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
In addition to supplying 
coated glass products, the 
Guardian Glass team in-
volved in the project also 
provided technical exper-
tise. As Olivier Beier Cos-
ta, Guardian Glass Sales 
Manager who worked on 
the project states: “The 
biggest challenge was to 

combine two things: first 
of all, the design and aes-
thetic concept of the ar-
chitect and secondly, the 
technical requirements of 
the building, so we had 
to identify the right prod-
ucts that could be used for 

HD Diamond 66 Ul-
tra and SuperNeutral 
SN 62/34 solar control 
glass;

• Guardian ClimaGuard® 
Premium2 thermal insu-
lating glass;

• Guardian UltraClear® 
low-iron float glass.

Investor/Project Developer
• CA Immo Deutschland 

GmbH.

Architect
• 3XN.

Consultant in façade engi-
neering, energy design and 
green building certification:

• DREES & SOMMER 
Cladder.

GIG Photo Credits
• ©3XN and Guardian 

Glass, LLC.

Glass Processor
• outer skin glazing: BGT 

Bischoff Glastechnik AG.

Glass processor
• inner skin: Reflex.

Guardian Glass

www.guardianglass.com

G U A R D I A N  G L A S S
Guardian Glass, a major business unit of Guardian Industries, is one 

of the world’s largest manufacturers of float, coated and fabricated 

glass products. At its 25 float plants around the globe, Guardian 

Glass produces high performance glass for use in exterior (both 

commercial and residential) and interior architectural applications, as 

well as transportation and technical products. Guardian glass can be 

found in homes, offices, cars and some of the world’s most iconic 

architectural landmarks. The Guardian Glass Science & Technology 

Center continuously works to create new glass products and 

solutions using the most advanced technology to help customers see 

what’s possible®. 

Guardian Industries Guardian Industries, a global company 

headquartered in Auburn Hills, Michigan, operates facilities 

throughout North and South America, Europe, Africa, the Middle 

East and Asia. Guardian companies employs more than 16,000 

people and manufacture high-performance float glass; coated and 

fabricated glass products for architectural, residential, interior, 

transportation and technical glass applications; and high-quality 

chrome-plated and painted plastic components for the automotive 

and commercial truck industries. 

Guardian is a wholly owned subsidiary of Koch Industries, Inc.

such an application. That 
involved the performance 
of various tests and calcula-
tions, as well as the produc-
tion of many samples.”

Guardian Glass
• Guardian SunGuard® 
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P R I N T I N G  D E V E L O P M E N T S

T
wo materials that have 
fascinated mankind 
for centuries are gold 

and glass. The elegant radi-
ance of the precious metal 
and the high value associ-
ated with it combined with 
the bright transparency of 

the fragile material glass 
results in a unique and 
very unusual effect. sedak 
(Gersthofen) has made this 
splendid symbiosis a reality 
and now prints glass panes 
of up to 3.30 x 18 meters 
with genuine gold and silver 

– with the highest precision 
and a resolution of up to 
1024 dpi.
The printing takes place 
on float glass. During 
the printing process the 
gold or silver particles are 
bound in a special solution 

sedak PRESENTS ITS 
NEW TECHNOLOGY: 
REGAL GLOSS 
IN DIGITAL PRINTING

With its new digital 

printing technology, 

sedak can now put 

precious metals 

onto glass. The 

interplay between 

glass, gold and 

silver creates 

glass panes with 

fascinating optical 

effects – as 

insulating and 

safety glass, even 

curved. Especially 

impressive: the 

printing process 

allows for 

extremely fine 

details and filigree 

structures. Complex 

design ideas can be 

realized with high 

precision.

With a digital printing process, sedak prints panes of 
up to 3.30 x 18 meters with real gold and silver.

Photo: sedak
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and applied to the glass ex-
tremely finely in a digital 
procedure. In the temper-
ing process that follows the 
valuable metal bonds per-
manently to the glass.
In order to protect the 
printed design from envi-
ronmental influences and 
mechanical damage such 
as scratches, the printed 
side is placed on the inside 
of the laminate towards 
the film interlayer and 
is thus protected by the 
glass. “After three years of 
research and development 
we have now extended 

the spectrum of our digi-
tal printing to include the 
possibility to design glass 
panes with the majestic 
shine of real gold and sil-
ver – even in oversized 
formats,” Ulrich Theisen, 
Sales Manager at sedak, is 
pleased to report. “There 
is a fascinating interaction 
between the transparency 
of the glass and the bril-
liance of the precious met-
als, which captivates the 
observer.” sedak uses the 
glass panes printed with 
genuine precious metals 
to produce insulating and 

Shining results: precious metal printing allows even 
complex designs and filigree details to be realized – 

with a resolution of up do 1024 dpi.
Photo: sedak

sedak
Since its founding in 2007, Germany-based company sedak has used its 
pioneering spirit to establish itself as a premium manufacturer of large-format 
insulated and safety glass. sedak has evolved their glass as a construction 
material for all-glass façades and roofs. Iconic façades and buildings are 
created with an unprecedented degree of transparency thanks to superior 
quality of innovative products. sedak manufactures single-pane glass units, 
multi-layer glazing and functional insulated glass units in formats up to 3.6 x 
20 meters in an efficient, highly automated system.
Raw glass is treated, strengthened, laminated, printed, lamination-curved and 
assembled into insulated glass with a unique set of machinery that spreads 
over a production area measuring 35,000 sq.m. Since integrating Italian-
based Sunglass Industry srl, who are the specialist in curved glass, sedak’s 
core expertise now also includes hot bending glass. The specialist also 
supplies exceptional solutions for luxury yachts with optimized glass for use 
on the high seas. The glass fabricator particularly demonstrates its solution-
oriented expertise in special designs. Thanks to its research and development 
spirit, new technologies and the expertise of its 190 employees, sedak is 
constantly advancing innovations in glass finishing and sees itself as a partner 
to architects, developers, façade builders and metalwork companies. As 
a specialist in oversized and extremely heavy glass, the company develops 
future oriented solutions to implement customers visions with a flexible 
approach. The glass fabricator acts as a full-service supplier – from the initial 
order to final delivery.
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safety glass, including 
curved glass.

DIGITAL PRINTING: 
FAST, FLEXIBLE, 
CREATIVE
Digital printing of pre-
cious metals offers numer-
ous advantages compared 
with other procedures. 
Whereas with coating only 
full-surface application of 
the metal layer is possible, 
with digital printing even 
the most intricate designs 
can be printed: fine dots, 
complex patterns and even 
colour gradients can be 
achieved. There are hardly 
any limits to creativity: 
“The digital gold and silver 
printing can also be com-
bined with ceramic colour 
printing,” explained The-
isen. A further advantage 
of digital printing is the 

economical application of 
the material – a cost ad-
vantage, especially with 
precious metals.
Gold and silver are time-
less classics and exude 
luxurious radiance as opti-
cal highlights. Extravagant 
concepts for interiors and 
façades can be realized 
with the high-quality mate-
rials. sedak’s new printing 
technique will be used for 
the first time in a large pro-
ject in Asia.

Unlimited creativity: the printed glass can be processed further 
into insulating and safety glass, and can even be curved.

Photo: sedak

Richly adorned: the precious metal print in 
gold and silver is processed into a laminate and 
is thus protected from mechanical influences, 

keeping its characteristic shine.
Photo: sedak

sedak GmbH & Co. KGsedak GmbH 

Einsteinring 1 - 86368 Gersthofen 

Germany

Tel.: +49-821-2494222

Fax: +49-821-2494777

E-mail: info@sedak.com

www.sedak.com
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TrosifolTrosifol
SAFETY GLASS 
APPLICATIONS IN 
THE ARCHITECTURAL, 
AUTOMOTIVE 
AND PHOTOVOLTAIC 
INDUSTRIES

Trosifol’s PVB 
and ionoplast 

interlayers for 
laminated safety 

glass applications 
are used globally 

in the architectural 
segment, 

providing safety 
and security 
applications, 

sound insulation 
and UV protection. 
In this article we 

take a look at 
the company’s 

new SentryGlas® 
Xtra™ (SGX™) 

ionoplast 
interlayer, which 

is now available in 
roll form from its 

plant in Holesov 
in the Czech 

Republic.
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T
rosifol™ – part of 
the Kuraray Group 
– is a leading global 

producer of PVB and iono-
plast interlayers. Trosifol™ 
offers the world’s broad-
est portfolio of innovative 
glass-laminating solutions, 
including structural and 
functional interlayers for 
safety and security applica-
tions, sound insulation and 
UV protection. For decora-
tive applications, Trosifol 
supplies coloured interlay-
ers, digitally printable films 

and other innovative prod-
ucts for interior design pro-
jects. Trosifol UltraClear 
films exhibit the lowest Yel-
lowness Index (YID) in the 
industry.

HOLESOV PLANT 
ON A ROLL WITH 
NEW-FORMAT 
SENTRYGLAS® XTRA™
Trosifol’s new SentryGlas® 
Xtra™ (SGX™) ionoplast in-
terlayer is now available in roll 
form from its plant in Holesov 
in the Czech Republic.

Available in widths up to 
2.7 meters, the roll format 
gives processors and lami-
nators far greater flexibili-
ty. Rolls are not only easier 
and more efficient to store, 
but they also promise less 
wastage compared to the 
sheet-supplied variant.
The Holesov plant, which 
started production of Sentry- 
Glas® earlier last year, can 
produce rolls with calipers 
of 0.76 and 0.89mm. What 
is more, the exceptional 
roll flatness on offer from 

the new plant results in 
improved lamination effi-
ciency and throughput.
SGX™ – in both roll and 
sheet form – improves lam-
ination processing efficien-
cy and streamlines process-
ing, while still delivering 
the high-quality laminate 
construction and outstand-
ing operational perfor-
mance synonymous with 
the SentryGlas® brand.
These features, combined 
with the roll format, will 
make multiple-ply laminat-
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ed glass assemblies easier 
to process while delivering 
the potential to increase 
the number of laminates 
in autoclaves, increasing 
throughput efficiency.

SENTRYGLAS® 
XTRA™
SentryGlas® Xtra™ 
(SGX™), not only im-
proves lamination pro-
cessing efficiency, but also 
removes a number of the 
processing requirements 
placed on laminators. Of 
particular interest to lami-
nators is the reduced risk 
of haze formation caused 
by an inadequate cooling 
rate. Adhesion to the air-
side of glass has been sig-
nificantly improved, too, 
with an adhesion primer 
no longer being required, 
making multiple-ply lami-
nated glass assemblies 
easier to process. There 
is also the potential to 
increase the number of 
laminates in autoclaves, 
increasing throughput ef-
ficiency.

TROSIFOL AND ITS 
MAIN PRODUCTS
Trosifol is the leading glob-
al producer of PVB and 
ionoplast interlayers for 
laminated safety glass ap-
plications in the architec-
tural segment, offering the 
biggest product portfolio 
worldwide, such as:
• Structural: Trosifol® Ex-

tra Stiff (ES) PVB and 
SentryGlas® ionoplast 
films

• Acoustic: Trosifol® SC 
Monolayer and Multilay-

er PVB films for sound 
insulation

• Trosifol® PVB film for 
UV control: From com-
plete UV protection to 
natural UV transmit-
tance

• Trosifol® UltraClear 
PVB film for the lowest 
yellowing value in the in-
dustry

• Decorative & design: 
Black-and-white, colour 
and printable interlayers.

Kuraray Europe

Trosifol PVB DivisionTrosifo

Mülheimer Strasse 26

D-53840 Troisdorf - Germany

Tel.: +49-2241-2555220

Fax: +49-2241-2555299

E-mail: trosifol@kuraray.com

www.trosifol.com
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Via Abbondanza, 11/13 - 22070 Carbonate (CO) - Italy 

Tel: +39 0331 832713 / Fax: +39 0331 833886  •  E-mail: info@adeliolattuada.com

www.adeliolattuada.com  •  www.lattuada-na.com  •  cyberal.adeliolattuada.com

ADELIO LATTUADA Srl

12

S A L E S  N E T
W O R K

ARGENTINA, CHILE, ECUADOR, PERÚ

GLASSTEK MAQUINARIA PARA TRABAJAR VIDRIO 

Barranco - Tel: +51 17 176133 - E-mail: info@glasstek.org

CANADA
MARC PRÉVOST MACHINERY INC.

Montréal - Tel: +1 514 6404040 - E-mail: info@mpm.ca

USA

LATTUADA NORTH AMERICA, INC. 

Northwood (OH) - Tel: +1 567 2494486 - E-mail: joe.g@lattuada-na.com

COLOMBIA
GLASSTOOLS DE COLOMBIA LTDA.

Bogotá - Tel: +57 1 6417300

E-mail: cam.glasstools@gmail.com

MEXICO
MAVHISA S.A. DE C.V. 

Jalisco - Tel: +52 33 36192590 - E-mail: ventas@mavhisa.com.mx

AUSTRIA, BELGIUM, GERMANY, LUXEMBOURG, NETHERLANDS

FÜLDNER MACHINES BV

Heerlen - Tel: +31 455 217757 - E-mail: info@fuldner.nl

PORTUGAL, ANGOLA, CAPE VERDE, GUINEA BISSEAU, MOZAMBIQUE

JLE - J. LEMOS ESTEVES, LDA

Marinha Grande - Tel: +351 244 573480 - E-mail: info@jlemosesteves.pt

SPAIN
GRUPO ADA DISTRIBUCIONES TECNICAS SL

Teruel - Tel: +34 978 619469 - E-mail: info@ada-distribuciones.com

UNITED KINGDOM, IRELAND

P.A.L. GLASS MACHINERY LTD. 

Basildon Essex - Tel: +44 1268 493382 

E-mail: paul@palmachinery.co.uk 
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ATA

Contacts

Adelio Lattuada - President 

Nicola Lattuada, Michela Lattuada - Partner 

Sales

Domestic 5% / International 95%

Area

Offi ce area 500 m2 /  Plant area 3,500 m2

Number of Employees

42

Founding Year

1978

Capital

EUR 90,000.00

Planned Exhibitions

Seebe - Belgrade, Serbia - 22 / 25 April 2020

Glass TEXpo - San Antonio (TX), USA - 01 / 02 May 2020

Glass South America - Sao Paulo, Brazil - 3 / 6 June 2020

Mir Stekla - Moscow, Russia - 8 / 11 June 2020

Glasstech Mexico - Guadalajara, Mexico 

27 / 29 July 2020

GlassBuild America - Las Vegas (NV), USA 

15 / 17 September 2020

Glasstec - Düsseldorf, Germany - 20 / 23 October 2020 

COMPANY PR
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IntegrAL: MADE IN LATTUADA INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS, TO MEET ALL YOUR NEEDS 

GRINDING SOLUTIONS

Our strength, always. A variety of solutions taking the shape 

of a wide range of machines: more than 40 models that can 

be specifi cally confi gured to ensure maximum productivity.

WASHING SOLUTIONS

For more than 15 years we have been studying and providing 

solutions for glass washing. We offer a full range of high-tech, 

vertical washing machines that are easy to use and maintain.

AUTOMATION AND ROBOTICS SOLUTIONS 

(CYBERAL)
We are constantly formulating 

solutions to operate at the hi-

ghest levels of automation, 

making the most of integration 

with robotics to increase pro-

ductivity and reduce costs.

SPECIAL MACHINE 

SOLUTIONS
Do you have special needs? 

Out-of-standard processes? Do 

you treat composite materials? 

That’s not a problem. We can 

fi nd the most suitable solution 

for you and customise our ma-

chines to ensure you get the fl e-

xibility you need.

COMPLEMENTARY 

GLASS PROCESSING 

SOLUTIONS
Do you need to drill or process 

corners? We can provide a 

complete range of horizontal drilling machines and automatic 

radius and straight corners grinding machines.

STONE WORKING SOLUTIONS

We are well aware of the specifi cities of stone processing. This 

is why we can design with you the perfect machine to process 

marble, stone and synthetic and composite materials.

INDUSTRY 4.0 SOLUTIONS

Are you ready for the fourth industrial revolution? We can 

support you in the streamlining of production processes by 

offering high-tech solutions to digitise, connect, monitor, ma-

nage and optimise data in real time.

POLAND
IN-VENTO s.c. 
Wola Rzędzi‘nska - Tel: +48 14 6563577 

E-mail: s.witek@in-vento.eu 

MIDDLE EAST
JOLICO TRADING FZE 

Ras Al Khaimah - Tel: + 971 502 207891

E-mail: maroun@jolicotrading.com

AUSTRALIA
OGA - OVERSEAS GLASS AGENCIES 

PTY LTD
Braeside, VIC - Tel: +61 395872488 

E-mail: neil@oga.com.au

RUSSIA
KPDT
Moscow - Tel: +74959425375 

E-mail: hp@kpdt.ru 

ROMANIA
ABITARE CG SRL
Brasov - Tel. +40 268 412 600

E-mail: offi ce@abitare.ro

TAIWAN
C.Y. HANK INDUSTRIAL CO. LTD.

Taipei - Tel. +886 2 25318190

E-mail: cyhank@ms45.hinet.net

SOUTH-EAST EUROPE

ESTE TEAM DOO
Belgrade - Tel. +381 113196764

E-mail: komercijala@esteteam.net

CZECH REPUBLIC AND SLOVAKIA

ITALCOMMA SLOVAKIA, SRO

Zilina - Tel. +42 41 5006 224 

E-mail: italcomma@italcomma.sk

INDIA
GGTS
New Delhi - Tel. +91 11 3265 8762 

E-Mail: rashid.khan@ggts.in 

CAMBODIA, INDONESIA, LAOS, MALAYSIA, 

MYANMAR, PHILIPPINES, SINGAPORE, THAILAND, 

VIETNAM
EUROTECHCORP JSC
Ha Noi City - Tel. +84 24 3233 6210

E-mail: eurotechline@gmail.com 

NORWAY, ICELAND, SWEDEN

PER MORDT AS
Oslo - Tel. +47 2207 1770 

E-mail: post@permordt.no

TURKEY
CONCEPT SOLUTIONS
Mimaroba/Buyukcekmece/Istanbul 

Tel: +90 850 2281908 

E-mail: sinan@glassinks.eu

FINLAND
PROJECTA OY
Turku - Tel: +358 20 77130

E-mail: info@projecta.fi 

ESTONIA
GLASTECH EESTI AS
Harjumaa - Tel: +372 60 30623

E-mail: projecta@projecta.ee

FRANCE, ALGERIA, MOROCCO, TUNISA, FRENCH 

overseas territories
PACARD S.A.S
Valbonne - Tel: +33 492 901368 

E-mail: pacard@pacard.fr
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A+W Software GmbH
W Software GmbH

A+W BUSINESS

A+W Software
W Software

A+W PRODUCTION

A+W Software
W Software

THE PERFECT SOLUTION THAT GROWS WITH YOU

A+W Business is a complete ERP system for small and 

 
FUNCTIONS AND BENEFITS

EVERYTHING PERFECTLY PLANNED AND OPTIMIZED

FUNCTIONS AND BENEFITS

machine control

Reports or QLIK
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S U P P L I E R S  G U I D E   Sales Network

Tel.: +61-2-96095355

Fax: +61-2-96094291

E-mail: andrea.camilloni@diamut.com

www.diamut.com

Agent for: Diamut

ELEGANT I.G. SUPPLYLINE

Unit T6 - 25 Narabang Way

Belrose NSW 2085 Sydney

Australia
Tel.: +61-2 94736500

Fax: +61-2-94736509

E-mail: office@elegantig.com.au

www.elegantig.com.au

Agent for: Edgetech

INTERMAC AUSTRALIA
3 Widemere Road

Wetherill Park NSW 2164

Australia
Tel.: +61-2-96095355

Fax: +61-2-96094291

E-mail: nsw@biesseaustralia.com.au

www.intermacaustralia.com.au

Agent for: Intermac

LISEC AUSTRALIA PTY 

LIMITED
78-81/23 Narabang Way

2085 Belrose NSW

Australia
Tel.: +61-2-94858900

Fax: +61-2-94858909

E-mail: sales-australia@lisec.com

www.lisec.com

Agent for: Lisec 

NFK  GLAZING & INDUSTRIAL 

SUPPLIES
28 Devlan Street

Mansfield QLD 4122

Australia
Tel.: +61-7-33433377

Fax: +61-7-33436877

E-mail: sales@nfk.com.au

www.nfk.com.au

Agent for: BDT - Bovone Diamond Tools

OVERSEAS GLASS AGENCIES

138-140 Malcom Road

Braeside VIC 3195

Australia
Tel.: +61-3-95872488

Fax: +61-3-95872688

E-mail: enquires@oga.com.au

www.oga.com.au

Agent for: Adelio Lattuada, Mappi, 

Forel

A U S T R I A

FÜLDNER MACHINES BV
De Koumen 116
Parkstad 8781
6433 KE Heerlen - The Netherland

E-mail: info@fuldner.nl

Agent for: Adelio Lattuada

GMG VERTRIEBS GMBH
Anton-Reichel-Strasse 16

A-9300 St. Veit/Glan - Austria

Tel.: +43-4212-28311

Fax: +43-4212-283114

E-mail: office@gmg-austria.com

www.gmg-austria.com

Agent for: Adi

K&K PROVITRUM GMBH
Färberstraße 8 - 2540 Bad Vöslau

Austria
Tel.: +43-2252-25121412

Fax: +43-2252-25121420

E-mail: harald.kraus@kkprovitrum.at

www.kkprovitrum.at

Agent for: Adi, Schiatti, Ashton 

Industrial Sales

LECHNER SRL
Piazza della Libertà, 7/15

Arquata Scrivia - Italy

E-mail: lechner@lechner-srl.com

Agent for: Mazzaroppi Engineering

PRO-GLAS
Kurstraße 6 - 6323 Bad Häring

Austria
Tel.: +43-699-12212232

E-mail: sales@pro-glas.at

www.pro-glas.at

Agent for: Forel 

B A H R A I N

GULF STAR INTERNATIONAL

P.O. BOX 8545 - SAIF Zone 

SHARJAH, Q4-296 - UAE

Bahrain
E-mail: info@gulfstarintl.com

Agent for: Schiatti

IBA MIDDLE EAST FZE
PO BOX 261193 - Jebel Ali

Dubai - UAE
E-mail: sudip@iba-me.com

Agent for: Keraglass

JOLICO TRADING
PO Box 329455
AE Ras Al Khaimah - UAE

Agent for: Adelio Lattuada

B E L A R U S

EDGETECH EASTERN EUROPE / 

MR. GEORG JANIK
Poland
E-mail: g.janik@edgetech-europe.com

Agent for: Edgetech

IDELIS UAB
Pelesos Str. 3 - 02115 Vilnius - Lithuania

E-mail: info@idelis.lt

Agent for: Forel 

B E L G I U M

FÜLDNER MACHINES BV
De Koumen 116 - Parkstad 8781

6433 KE Heerlen - The Netherland

E-mail: info@fuldner.nl

Agent for: Adelio Lattuad, Mappi

PIETERMAN GLASTECHNIEK 

NV - BELGIUM
Schemkensstraat 1

3583 Paal-Beringen

Belgium
Tel.: +32-11-421775

Fax: +32-11-420792

E-mail: sales@pgv-be.com

www.pieterman-glastechniek.be

Agent for: BDT _ Bovone Diamond 

Tools, Bovone Elettromeccanica, 

Schiatti, Forel 

B O L I V I A

HECMAQ SAC
Calle Carlos Mellet 929

Chorrillos - Lima 09 - Perù

E-mail: hecmaq@hecmaq.com

Agent for: Schiatti

OSAMU - ORLANDO KHIARA

Merino 195 - San Isidro - Lima 27 - Perù

E-mail: osamukihara@hotmail.com

Agent for: Forel 

B O S N I A  A N D

H E R Z E G O V I N A

ESTE TEAM D. O. O.
Dzona Kenedija 20

11070 New Belgrade - Serbia

E-mail: office@esteteam.net

Agent for: Adelio Lattuada

GLASMIK DOO
Ulica 9 Septembra, 236A

5290 Sempeter pri Gorici - Slovenia

Agent for: Mappi, Schiatti, Edgetech, 

Forel

B R A Z I L

BOTTERO DO BRASIL
Rua George Rexroth, 609 Bi.f Cj.01

Jd. Padre Anchieta

09951-270 Diadema - Sao Paulo

Brazil
Tel.: +55-11-40723031

Fax: +55-11-40771619

E-mail: sales.br@bottero.com

www.bottero.com

Agent for: Bottero
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LUUTIONS, TO MEET ALL YOUR NEEDS 

appe 
caan 
y.

ding 
tecch, 
taain.

mat

complete range of horizontal drilling machines and autommm

radius and straight corners grinding machines.

STONE WORKING SOLUTIONS  Th
We are well aware of the specifi cities of stone processing.. .

oce
is why we can design with you the perfect machine to prooo

marble, stone and synthetic and composite materials.

INDUSTRY 4.0 SOLUTIONS ca
Are you ready for the fourth industrial revolution? Wee e 

es b

support you in the streamlining of production processeese
ma

offering high-tech solutions to digitise, connect, monitor,, , 

nage and optimise data in real time.

RIAL CO. LTD.
188190
ineet.net

31196764
tetteam.net

SLOVAKIA
VAKIA, SRO
066 224 
lcoomma.sk

11 3265 8762 
gggts.in 

IA, LAOS, MALAYSIA, 

NES, SINGAPORE, THAILAND, 

P JSC
84  24 3233 6210
@ggmail.com 

NORWAY, ICELAND, SWEDEN

PER MORDT AS
Oslo - Tel. +47 2207 1770 

E-mail: post@permordt.no

TURKEY
CONCEPT SOLUTIONS
Mimaroba/Buyukcekmece/Istanbul 

Tel: +90 850 2281908 Mimaroba/ y

E-mail: sinan@glassinks.eu

FINLAND
PROJECTA OY
Turku - Tel: +358 20 77130

E-mail: info@projecta.fi 

ESTONIA
GLASTECH EESTI AS
Harjumaa - Tel: +372 60 30623

E-mail: projecta@projecta.eeHarjumaa  Tel: +3

CH 
FRANCE, ALGERIA, MOROCCO, TUNISA, FRENCCC

overseas territories
PACARD S.A.S
Valbonne - Tel: +33 492 901368 

E-mail: pacard@pacard.fr
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 www.a-w.com

ADI
 www.aditools.com

BANDO KIKO
 www.bandoj.com

BAVELLONI
 www.bavelloni.com

BEST MAKINA
 www.bestmakina.com

FILTRAGLASS

FOREL

FORVET

GLASS COMPANY

GLASTON/BYSTRONIC

HEGLA

HELIOS QUARTZ

ITALCARRELLI

KERAGLASS

LANDGLASS TECHNOLOGY

LISEC GROUP
 www.lisec.com

MAPPI INTERNATIONAL

MAZZAROPPI ENGINEERING

NEL HYDROGEN

NORTH GLASS TECHNOLOGY
& JUISUN TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIAL

R.C.N. SOLUTIONS

SCHIATTI ANGELO

SCHIAVO
 www.schiavotech.it

SISECAM

TUROMAS
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Glass manufacturing  
and Processing

FLOAT GLASS
Bavelloni
Sisecam

PROCESSED  
SHEET GLASS
CMS
North Glass Technology
Satinal Spa

LAMINATED SAFETY GLASS
Kuraray - Trosifol
Satinal Spa

MIRRORS
CMS

 
Stocking, handling  
and movement

COMPLETE STOCKING LINES / 
ENGINEERING
Glaston/Bystronic
Cugher Glass
ECOL
Hegla
IOCCO Group
Keraglass
Lisec Group
North Glass Technology
MOVETRO
Schiavo
Torgauer Maschinenbau
Turomas

COMPLETE HANDLING AND 
MOVEMENT LINES
Bando Kiko
Bottero
Glaston/Bystronic
Cugher Glass
CMS
ECOL 
Forvet
Hegla
Giardina Finishing + HS 

Glassprinting
IOCCO Group
Keraglass
Lisec Group
North Glass Technology
Schiavo
Torgauer Maschinenbau
Turomas

MACHINES FOR HANDLING 
GLASS SHEETS
Ashton Industrial Sales
Bando Kiko
Bavelloni
Bottero
Glaston/Bystronic
CMS
ECOL 
Forel
Goldglass Technologies
Guangdong Northglass 

& Juisun Technology 
Industrial

Hegla
IOCCO Group
Italcarrelli
Keraglass
Lisec Group
Schiavo
Torgauer Maschinenbau
Turomas

HANDLING ROBOTS
Ashton Industrial Sales
Bavelloni
Bottero
CMS
ECOL 
Hegla
IOCCO Group
Lisec Group
Schiavo
Torgauer Maschinenbau
Turomas

HANDLING EQUIPMENT  
FOR FLOAT GLASS
Bovone Elett.
Bottero
Glaston/Bystronic
ECOL 
Goldglass Technologies
Hegla
IOCCO Group
Italcarrelli
Lisec Group
Schiavo
Torgauer Maschinenbau
Turomas

TROLLEYS AND CLASSIFIERS
CMS
Forel
Hegla
Lisec Group
MOVETRO
Schiavo
Tecno Glass
Torgauer Maschinenbau
Turomas

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS/
TRUCKS
Giardina Finishing + HS 

Glassprinting

Hegla
Italcarrelli
Lisec Group
Schiavo

VACUUM LIFTING  
EQUIPMENT
Bottero
Glaston/Bystronic
CMS
ECOL 
Fenzi
Forel
Hegla
Lisec Group
Schiavo
Torgauer Maschinenbau
Turomas

CRANE SUCTION CUPS FOR 
LARGE SHEETS
Bottero
Glaston/Bystronic
Fenzi
Hegla
Lisec Group
Schiavo
Turomas

TRANSPORTATION TONGS
Bottero
Fenzi
IOCCO Group
Schiavo
Turomas

SUCTION CUPS
ADI
Bottero
Glaston/Bystronic
CMS
Fenzi
Hegla
Schiavo
Turomas

CONVEYOR BELTS
Ashton Industrial Sales
Glaston/Bystronic
Cugher Glass
ECOL 
Schiavo
Turomas

PACKAGING MATERIALS  
AND SYSTEMS
ECOL 
Hegla
Schiavo

ACCESSORIES
Bottero

Listing in the “Suppliers Guide - Yellow Pages” is free of charge 
and reserved to advertisers, in this section you can find the 

logo of advertisers in this issue. The “Suppliers Guide - Yellow 
Pages” promotes their products and services worldwide.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT OUR ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT:  

Tel: +39 - 02 - 6630686 

E-mail: publications@glassonline.com • www.glassonline.com
    Listing in this section is reserved for advertisers.
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CMS
Fenzi
Hegla
Helios Quartz
Mole Moreschi
Schiavo
Turomas

 
Straight-edge and  
shape cutting

COMPLETE STRAIGHT-EDGE 
LINES
Bando Kiko
Bavelloni
Bottero
Glaston/Bystronic
CMS
Euromec
Forvet
Hegla
Lisec Group
Schiavo
Schiatti Angelo
Shanghai North Glass  

Technology

COMPLETE SHAPE CUTTING  
LINES
Bando Kiko
Bavelloni
Bottero
Glaston/Bystronic
CMS
Guangdong Northglass 

& Juisun Technology 
Industrial

Hegla
Lisec Group
Schiavo
Shanghai North Glass  

Technology
Turomas

AUTOMATIC CUTTING  
MACHINES FOR  
AUTOMOTIVE GLASS
Bando Kiko
Bottero
Glaston/Bystronic
CMS
Glaston/Bystronic
IOCCO Group
Lisec Group
Schiavo

LOADING AND TILTING 
MACHINES
Bando Kiko
Bavelloni

Bottero
Glaston/Bystronic
CMS
ECOL 
Euromec
Forel
Glass Company
Hegla
Intermac - Biesse
IOCCO Group
Lisec Group
Schiavo
Tenon (Beijing) Equipment
Turomas

CUTTING TABLES
Bando Kiko
Bavelloni
Bottero
Glaston/Bystronic
CMS
Euromec
Fenzi
Forel
Hegla
IOCCO Group
Lisec Group
Macotec
Schiavo
Tekno Kilns
Tenon (Beijing) Equipment
Triulzi
Turomas

CUTTING OPTIMIZERS
Bando Kiko
Bavelloni
Bottero
Glaston/Bystronic
CMS
Deltamax Automazione
Euromec
Forel
Hegla
IOCCO Group
Lisec Group
Optima
Schiavo
Turomas

CUTTING PATH OPTIMIZERS
Bando Kiko
Bottero
Glaston/Bystronic
CMS
Euromec
IOCCO Group
Lisec Group
Optima
Schiavo

CAD SYSTEMS
Bavelloni
CMS
Lisec Group
Prodim
Schiavo

ARMOURED AND  
LAMINATED GLASS CUTTING 
MACHINES
Bando Kiko
Bavelloni
Bottero
Glaston/Bystronic
CMS
Hegla
Lisec Group
Schiavo
Turomas

ROUND OR SHAPE  
CUTTING MACHINES
Bando Kiko
Bavelloni
Bottero
Glaston/Bystronic
CMS
Fenzi
Hegla
Lisec Group
Schiavo
Turomas

CUTTING ACCESSORIES
ADI
Ayrox
Bando Kiko
Bottero
Fenzi
IOCCO Group
Schiavo
Softeco
Talamoni
Turomas
Tyrolit Vincent

SAW MACHINES
Schiavo
Tecno Glass

AUTOMATIC SAWS FOR 
CUTTING LAMINATED AND 
BULLET-PROOF GLASS
CMS
Schiavo

BREAKING SYSTEMS
Bando Kiko
Bavelloni
Bottero
Glaston/Bystronic
CMS
Euromec

Hegla
IOCCO Group
Lisec Group
Schiavo
Turomas

CUTTING MACHINES WITH 
BREAKING AND EDGE 
DELETING DEVICES
Bando Kiko
Bottero
Glaston/Bystronic
CMS
Euromec
Guangdong Northglass  

& Juisun Technology 
Industrial

Hegla
IOCCO Group
Lisec Group
Schiavo
Turomas

GLASS CUTTING  
FLUIDS
Diamant - AR Nunziata
Schiavo
Turomas

ACCESSORIES
Schiavo
Schiatti Angelo
Talamoni
Turomas

 
Edging and bevelling

COMPLETE  EDGING LINES
Adelio Lattuada
Ashton Industrial Sales
B Solution Licensee of BF 

Project
Bando Kiko
Bavelloni
Bottero
CMS
Forel
Forvet
Hiseng Glass Machinery
IOCCO Group
Schiavo
Schiatti Angelo
SKG - Skill Glass

COMPLETE BEVELLING 
LINES
Adelio Lattuada
Bando Kiko
Bottero
CMS
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Hiseng Glass Machinery
IOCCO Group
Schiavo

COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE 
GLASS EDGING AND 
BEVELLING LINES
Adelio Lattuada
Bando Kiko
Bavelloni
Bottero
Glaston/Bystronic
Hiseng Glass Machinery
Intermac - Biesse
IOCCO Group
SKG - Skill Glass

DOUBLE-EDGE  
GRINDING MACHINES
Ashton Industrial Sales
B Solution Licensee of BF 

Project
Bando Kiko
Bavelloni
Bottero
CMS
Forvet
Hiseng Glass Machinery
Intermac - Biesse
IOCCO Group
Schiatti Angelo

VERTICAL-EDGE GRINDING 
MACHINES
Adelio Lattuada
B Solution Licensee of BF 

Project
Bando Kiko
Bavelloni
Bottero
Glaston/Bystronic
Forel
Glass Company
Hiseng Glass Machinery
Schiavo
Schiatti Angelo
Shanghai North Glass  

Technology
SKG - Skill Glass

GRINDING SPINDLES
Schiavo
Tecno Glass

BEVELLING MACHINES  
FOR ROUND AND  
SHAPED GLASS
Adelio Lattuada
Bando Kiko
Bavelloni
CMS
Hiseng Glass Machinery
Intermac - Biesse

Schiavo

STRAIGHT-EDGE BEVELLING 
MACHINES
Adelio Lattuada
Bando Kiko
Bavelloni
Bovone Elett.
CMS
Glass Company
Hiseng Glass Machinery
Schiavo
Schiatti Angelo

BEVEL POLISHING MACHINES
Adelio Lattuada
Bando Kiko
Bavelloni
Bovone Elett.
CMS
Hiseng Glass Machinery
Intermac - Biesse

STRAIGHT-EDGE ENGRAVING 
MACHINES
Bavelloni
Bottero
CMS
Intermac - Biesse
SKG - Skill Glass

SHAPED GLASS ENGRAVING 
MACHINES 
Bavelloni
Bottero
CMS
Intermac - Biesse

CORNER GRINDING 
MACHINES
Adelio Lattuada
Ashton Industrial Sales
B Solution Licensee of BF 

Project
Bavelloni
CMS
Intermac - Biesse
SKG - Skill Glass

SHAPED GLASS GRINDING 
MACHINES
Adelio Lattuada
Ashton Industrial Sales
Bando Kiko
Bavelloni
Bottero
CMS
Forel
Glass Company
Guangdong Northglass 

& Juisun Technology 
Industrial

Hiseng Glass Machinery
Intermac - Biesse

BELT GRINDING  
MACHINES
Adelio Lattuada
Ashton Industrial Sales
Fenzi
Hiseng Glass Machinery
IOCCO Group
Tenon (Beijing) Equipment

LATHES - VERTICAL AND 
HORIZONTAL
CMS
Fenzi

EMBOSSING MACHINES
CMS
Fenzi

PORTABLE MACHINES
Fenzi
Helios Quartz
Tecno Glass

DIAMOND TOOLS
Adelio Lattuada
ADI
Ashton Industrial Sales
Bando Kiko
Bovone Diamond Tools
Bottero
Diamant - AR Nunziata
Diamut - Biesse 
Fenzi
Glaston/Bystronic
Mole Moreschi
Schiavo
Talamoni
Tyrolit Vincent

DIAMOND BELTS
Mole Moreschi

SEAMING LINES
Ashton Industrial Sales

MANUAL LINES
Ashton Industrial Sales

POLISHING WHEELS
Adelio Lattuada
ADI
Bando Kiko
Bovone Diamond Tools
Diamant - AR Nunziata
Diamut - Biesse 
Fenzi
Glaston/Bystronic
Italmole
Mole Moreschi

RBM Italia
Schiavo
Tyrolit Vincent

POLISHING AGENTS AND 
OXIDES
ADI
Bovone Diamond Tools
Diamant - AR Nunziata
Fenzi
Schiavo
Tyrolit Vincent

POLISHING BELTS
Diamant - AR Nunziata
Fenzi
Schiavo

COOLANTS
Adelio Lattuada
Bovone Diamond Tools
Fenzi
Schiavo

GLASS GRINDING  
AND BEVELLING  
COOLANTS
Schiavo

SEPARATORS FOR  
GLASS-SOLIDS
Ashton Industrial Sales
Schiavo

ACCESSORIES
ADI
CMS
Dieffe Macchine
Fenzi
Helios Quartz
IOCCO Group
Mole Moreschi
Schiavo
Schiatti Angelo
Tyrolit Vincent

 
Washing

HORIZONTAL WASHING 
MACHINES
Ashton Industrial Sales
Bando Kiko
Bavelloni
Bovone Elett.
Glaston/Bystronic
ECOL 
Forel
Glass Company
Hiseng Glass Machinery
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IOCCO Group
Lisec Group
Neptun
Schiavo
Triulzi

VERTICAL WASHING 
MACHINES
Adelio Lattuada
Ashton Industrial Sales
Bavelloni
Best Makina
Glaston/Bystronic
ECOL 
Forel
Glass Company
Hiseng Glass Machinery
IOCCO Group
Lisec Group
Neptun
Schiavo
Shanghai North Glass  

Technology
S.T. Group
Stefiglass
Tenon (Beijing) Equipment
Triulzi

WASHING MACHINES  
FOR AUTOMOTIVE GLASS
Bando Kiko
Glaston/Bystronic
ECOL 
IOCCO Group
Triulzi

WASHING PURIFICATION 
SYSTEMS
Glaston/Bystronic
Dieffe Macchine
Forel
Dieffe macchine
Glass Company
IOCCO Group
Schiavo
Tenon (Beijing) Equipment

LIQUID WASHING 
CONCENTRATES 
Diamant - AR Nunziata
Schiavo

SEPARATORS  
FOR GLASS-SOLIDS 
Vitrosep
Filtraglass

ACCESSORIES
Helios Quartz
Idrotecnica
Schiavo
S.T. Group

 
Mirror production

COMPLETE PLANTS  
& CONVEYORS  
FOR MIRROR PRODUCTION
Bovone Elett.
IOCCO Group
Triulzi

PAINTING EQUIPMENT
Fenzi
Giardina Finishing + HS 

Glassprinting
Goldglass Technologies
IOCCO Group
Triulzi

DRYING OVENS
Bovone Elett.
CMS
Giardina Finishing + HS 

Glassprinting
Goldglass Technologies

AUTOMOTIVE MIRROR 
BENDING FURNACES
Bovone Elett.

MANUAL SILVER- SPRAYING 
EQUIPMENT
Fenzi
Glass Company

PAINTS AND CHEMICAL 
PRODUCTS
Fenzi

ACCESSORIES
Fenzi
Helios Quartz

 
Insulating  glass

COMPLETE INSULATING 
GLASS LINES
Ashton Industrial Sales
Bavelloni
Best Makina
Glaston/Bystronic
Forel
Glass Company
Neptun
Schiavo
S.T. Group
Tenon (Beijing) Equipment
Thermoseal Group

Triulzi

AUTOMATIC SEALING LINES
Bavelloni
Glaston/Bystronic
Forel
Lisec Group
S.T. Group

AUTOMATIC SPACER 
BENDING MACHINES
Bavelloni
Best Makina
Glaston/Bystronic
Fenzi
Forel
IOCCO Group
Lisec Group
Lombarda Macchine
Schiavo
S.T. Group
Tenon (Beijing) Equipment
Thermoseal Group

DESICCANT SALT FILLING 
MACHINES
Ashton Industrial Sales
Bavelloni
Best Makina
Glaston/Bystronic
Di Gregorio 
Fenzi
Forel
Lisec Group
Lombarda Macchine
Neptun
Schiavo
S.T. Group
Tecno Glass
Tenon (Beijing) Equipment
Thermoseal Group
Triulzi

SPACER CUTTING SAWS
Ashton Industrial Sales
Bavelloni
Best Makina
Fenzi
Forel
Lisec Group
Neptun
Schiavo
S.T. Group
Tecno Glass
Tenon (Beijing) Equipment
Thermoseal Group

BUTYL EXTRUDERS
Bavelloni
Best Makina
Glaston/Bystronic
Forel
Lisec Group

Neptun
Schiavo
S.T. Group
Tecno Glass
Tenon (Beijing) Equipment
Thermoseal Group
Triulzi

HOT-MELT EXTRUDERS
Bavelloni
Best Makina
Fenzi
Forel
Lisec Group
Neptun
Schiavo
S.T. Group
Tecno Glass
Tenon (Beijing) Equipment
Thermoseal Group
Triulzi

POLYURETHANE EXTRUDERS
Bavelloni
Best Makina
Glaston/Bystronic
Fenzi
Forel
Lisec Group
Schiavo
S.T. Group
Tecno Glass

POLYURETHANE 
ENCAPSULATION
Glaston/Bystronic
Lisec Group
Schiavo

SILICONE EXTRUDERS
Best Makina
Glaston/Bystronic
Fenzi
Forel
Lisec Group
Schiavo
S.T. Group
Tecno Glass
Tenon (Beijing) Equipment
Triulzi

POLYSULPHIDE  
SEALANT EXTRUDERS
Best Makina
Glaston/Bystronic
Fenzi
Forel
Lisec Group
Schiavo
Tecno Glass
Tenon (Beijing) Equipment
Triulzi
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GAS FILLING EQUIPMENT
Glaston/Bystronic
Fenzi
Forel
Lisec Group
Neptun
Schiavo
Sparklike
S.T. Group
Tecno Glass
Tenon (Beijing) Equipment
Thermoseal Group

DESICCANT SALTS
Ashton Industrial Sales
Fenzi
Neptun
Schiavo
S.T. Group
Tecno Glass
Thermoseal Group

SPACERS/PROFILES
Ashton Industrial Sales
Edgetech Europe
Fenzi
Schiavo
S.T. Group
Tecno Glass
Thermoseal Group

GEORGIAN BARS
Ashton Industrial Sales
Hegla
Tecno Glass
Thermoseal Group

BUTYL
Ashton Industrial Sales
Fenzi
Thermoseal Group

POLYSULPHIDE SEALANTS
Fenzi 

HOT MELT
Ashton Industrial Sales
Fenzi
Thermoseal Group

OTHER SEALANTS
Fenzi

PANTOGRAPHS
Fratelli Pezza

ACCESSORIES
Ashton Industrial Sales
Deltamax Automazione
Diamant - AR Nunziata
Dieffe Macchine

Forel
Forza G / G. Tech
Helios Quartz
Schiavo
Sparklike
S.T. Group
Tenon (Beijing) Equipment
Triulzi

 
Tempering

TEMPERING FURNACES 
(ARCHITECTUR AL GLASS)
CNUD-EFCO
Glaston/Bystronic
Glass Company
Glasstech Inc.
Hornos Industriales Pujol
Keraglass
Landglass Technology
Lema
Lisec Group
Mappi International
Schiavo
Shanghai North Glass  

Technology
Tekno Kilns
Tempering furnaces 

(automotive glass)
Glaston/Bystronic
Glass Company
Glasstech Inc.
Keraglass
Landglass Technology
Mappi International
Mazzaroppi Engineering
Satinal Spa
SGLASS
Shanghai North Glass  

Technology

CHEMICALS TEMPERING 
EQUIPMENT
Glass Company
R.C.N. Solutions

ACCESSORIES
CNUD-EFCO
Deltamax Automazione
Fenzi
Glaston/Bystronic
Glass Company
Helios Quartz
Hornos Industriales Pujol
Keraglass
Landglass Technology
Mappi International
Mazzaroppi Engineering
R.C.N. Solutions
Satinal Spa
SGLASS
Tekno Kilns

Torgauer Maschinenbau

 
Bending

BENDING FURNACES 
(ARCHITECTURAL GLASS)
Glaston/Bystronic
Glass Company
Glasstech Inc.
Hornos Industriales Pujol
Keraglass
Mappi International
Mazzaroppi Engineering
R.C.N. Solutions
SGLASS
Tekno Kilns
Bending furnaces 

(automotive glass)
CNUD-EFCO
Glaston/Bystronic
Glass Company
Glasstech Inc.
Keraglass
Mappi International
Mazzaroppi Engineering
R.C.N. Solutions
Satinal Spa

ACCESSORIES
Ayrox
Deltamax Automazione
Glaston/Bystronic
Glass Company
Glasstech Inc.
Hornos Industriales Pujol
Keraglass
Mappi International
Satinal Spa
Softeco
Tekno Kilns

 
Laminated glass production

COMPLETE PLANTS
Bovone Elett.
Bottero
Glaston/Bystronic
Forel
Glaston/Bystronic
Glass Company
Hornos Industriales Pujol
IOCCO Group
Lisec Group
Mazzaroppi Engineering
R.C.N. Solutions
Satinal Spa
Triulzi

LAMINATED WINDSCREEN 
BENDING FURNACES
ECOL 
Glaston/Bystronic
Glass Company
Glasstech Inc.
Keraglass
Mappi International

AUTOCLAVES
Glaston/Bystronic
Glaston/Bystronic
Glass Company
Hornos Industriales Pujol
Lisec Group
Triulzi

CLIMATIC CABINS
Glaston/Bystronic
Forel
IOCCO Group
Lisec Group
Triulzi

INFRARED OVENS
Glaston/Bystronic
ECOL 
Forel
Glass Company
Hornos Industriales Pujol
IOCCO Group
Lisec Group
Satinal Spa
SGLASS
Triulzi

PRESSES/BENDING MACHINES
Forel
IOCCO Group
Lisec Group
Triulzi

RESIN LAMINATING 
MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT
IOCCO Group
Satinal Spa
Torgauer Maschinenbau

EVA (ETHYLENE VINYL 
ACETATE)
Satinal Spa

PVB
Everlam
Kuraray - Trosifol

PVB - SHAPING AND CUTTING 
EQUIPMENT
Ayrox 
Glaston/Bystronic
ECOL 
Forel
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IOCCO Group
Lisec Group
Softeco

PVB - WIRING TECHNOLOGY  
FOR HEATABLE LAMINATES
Ayrox 
ECOL 
Softeco

ACCESSORIES
Ayrox
Bottero
Deltamax Automazione
Glaston/Bystronic
Helios Quartz
Hornos Industriales Pujol
IOCCO Group
Lisec Group
Satinal Spa
Softeco
Triulzi

 
Drilling

AUTOMATIC DRILLING LINES
B Solution Licensee of BF 

Project
Bando Kiko
Bavelloni
Glaston/Bystronic
Forvet
Guangdong Northglass 

& Juisun Technology 
Industrial

Intermac - Biesse
IOCCO Group
Schiatti Angelo
SKG - Skill Glass

MULTI-SPINDLE DRILLING 
MACHINES
B Solution Licensee of BF 

Project
Bando Kiko
Bavelloni
Glaston/Bystronic
CMS
Forvet
Glass Company
Intermac - Biesse
IOCCO Group
Schiavo
Schiatti Angelo
SKG - Skill Glass

DRILLING MACHINES WITH 
OPPOSITE DRILLING HEADS
B Solution Licensee of BF 

Project
Bando Kiko

Bavelloni
Bottero
Glaston/Bystronic
CMS
Fenzi
Forvet
Hiseng Glass Machinery
Intermac - Biesse
IOCCO Group
Schiavo
Schiatti Angelo
SKG - Skill Glass

COLUMN DRILLING  
MACHINES
B Solution Licensee of BF 

Project
Bottero
Fenzi
Schiavo

PORTABLE DRILLING  
MACHINES
CMS
Fenzi
Schiavo

DRILLING AND MILLING 
MACHINES
Bavelloni
Bottero
CMS
Forvet
IOCCO Group
Schiavo
SGLASS

DIAMOND DRILLS
ADI
Bovone Diamond Tools
Diamant - AR Nunziata
Diamut - Biesse 
Fenzi
Glaston/Bystronic
Mole Moreschi
Schiavo
Tyrolit Vincent

ACCESSORIES
CMS
Fenzi
Schiavo

 
Other equipment and plants

TURNKEY PLANTS /
ENGINEERING - FOR 
BUILDING GLASS
Bando Kiko
Bottero

Glaston/Bystronic
Cugher Glass
Horn
Intermac - Biesse
IOCCO Group
Keraglass
Lisec Group
Torgauer Maschinenbau

TURNKEY PLANTS / 
ENGINEERING - FOR 
AUTOMOTIVE GLASS
Bando Kiko
Bottero
Glaston/Bystronic
Cugher Glass
Easy Automation
Horn
Intermac - Biesse
IOCCO Group

KEY PLANTS / ENGINEERING -  
FOR DISPLAY GLASS
Bando Kiko
Cugher Glass
Torgauer Maschinenbau

WORKING CENTRES -  
CNC CONTROLLED
Bando Kiko
Bavelloni
Bottero
Glaston/Bystronic
Glass Company
Glasstech Inc.
Hegla
Intermac - Biesse
SKG - Skill Glass

FLOAT PLANTS/LINES 
(EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES)
Bovone Elett.
Horn
IOCCO Group

CULLET HANDLING SYSTEMS
ECOL 

COMPLETE BATCH PLANTS
Zippe

VACUUM COATING 
EQUIPMENT AND PLANTS
Glass Company
Shanghai North Glass  

Technology

ENAMELLING EQUIPMENT 
AND PLANTS
Giardina Finishing + HS 

Glassprinting
Glass Company
Rollmac division of GeMaTa

HOT- AND COLD-END 
COATING SYSTEMS AND 
MATERIALS (CVD, ROLLER, 
CURTAIN COATERS, DRYERS)
Giardina Finishing + HS 

Glassprinting
Goldglass Technologies

SANDBLASTING SYSTEMS, 
EQUIPMENT AND PLANTS - 
OPTIMIZERS
Fenzi
Fratelli Pezza
Glass Company
Schiavo
SKG - Skill Glass

DIGITAL INKJET PRINTERS
Glass Company

SCREEN PRINTING 
EQUIPMENT AND PLANTS
Ayrox
COMSS
Cugher Glass
Deltamax Automazione
ECOL 
Giardina Finishing + HS 

Glassprinting
Glass Company
Guangdong Northglass &  

Juisun Technology 
Industrial

Keraglass
Rollmac division of GeMaTa
Shanghai North Glass  

Technology
Softeco

SCREEN PRINTING FRAMES
COMSS

SCREEN PRINTING DRYING 
SYSTEMS
COMSS
Cugher Glass
Glass Company
Guangdong Northglass &  

Juisun Technology 
Industrial

Rollmac division of GeMaTa

ACIDING GLASS  
EQUIPMENT AND PLANTS
Lisec Group
Rollmac division of GeMaTa

LASER DECORATING  
MACHINES
Ashton Industrial Sales
Glass Company

LASER MARKING
Ashton Industrial Sales
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Artistic glass production

CERMAMIC INKS
Glass Company

CHAMBER ELECTRIC  
KILNS
Glass Company
Keraglass
Tekno Kilns
Accessories
Deltamax Automazione
Helios Quartz

 
Miscellaneous

AUTOMATION
Ashton Industrial Sales
Goldglass Technologies
Horn
IOCCO Group
Torgauer Maschinenbau
Zippe

AUTOMOTIVE GLASS 
APPROVAL SERVICES
Ayrox 
Softeco

AUTOMOTIVE GLASS 
QUALITY CONTROL
Ayrox 
Bando Kiko
Glaston/Bystronic
Cugher Glass
Deltamax Automazione
Easy Automation
Glaston/Bystronic
IOCCO Group
Softeco

CE MARKING - QUALITY 
CONTROL EQUIPMENT FOR 
GLASS IN BUILDING
Ayrox 
Softeco

COATING OF GLASS SHEETS - 
SYSTEMS & MATERIALS - HOT 
/ COLD END
Goldglass Technologies

COLOURS & ENAMELS - 
OTHER APPLICATIONS
Ayro
Goldglass Technologies

DEIONIZING AND WATER  
SOFTENING EQUIPMENT
Fenzi
Forel
Glass Company
Idrotecnica
Lisec Group
Triulzi

FLAT GLASS QUALITY 
CONTROL DEVICES
Ayrox
Deltamax Automazione
Forel
IOCCO Group
Softeco

FURNACES
Glass Company
Horn

FURNACES / HYDROGEN 
GENERATORS (WATER 
ELECTROLYSERS)
Nel Hydrogen

GLASS COATING AND TINTING
Giardina Finishing + HS 

Glassprinting
Glass Company
Goldglass Technologies
Rollmac division of GeMaTa

GLASS TREATMENT FILMS
Glass Company

HEATING EQUIPMENT - 
STANDARD (GAS FIRING, 
BURNERS, AIR GAS MIXERS,  
SAFETY DEVICES,  
ELECTRICAL RESISTORS)
Horn
Keraglass

INFRARED TUBES
Helios Quartz
Deltamax Automazione

KILNS
Glass Company

Keraglass
Lisec Group
Tekno Kilns
Metal accessories
Fenzi

METALLIC SECTIONS
Fenzi 

NUMERICAL CONTROL 
SYSTEM (CNC) FOR ALL GLASS 
PROCESSING MACHINES
Glass Company
IOCCO Group
Prodim

OPTICAL DISTORTION 
ANALYSERS FOR 
AUTOMOTIVE GLASS
IOCCO Group
Keraglass

OPTICAL INFRARED 
THERMOMETERS
Optris 

POWDER OR LIQUID 
APPLICATION SYSTEMS FOR 
PROTECTING FLOAT GLASS
Cugher Glass
Giardina Finishing + HS 

Glassprinting
Glass Company

PUMPING AND APPLICATION 
SYSTEMS (AUTOMOTIVE GLASS)
IOCCO Group

PURIFIERS FOR REFLUENT 
WATER
Dieffe Macchine
Forza G / G. Tech

PUTTIES AND SEALANTS
Fenzi 

QUARTZ EQUIPMENT
Helios Quartz

SHAPE CHECKING DEVICES
Easy Automation
IOCCO Group

SIC HEATERS
Helios Quartz

SOFTWARE DATABASE, 
PROPERTY PREDICTOR
Synerglass Soft

SOFTWARE SYSTEMS  
FOR PRODUCTION CONTROL
A+W Software
CMS
Cugher Glass
Deltamax Automazione
Edgetech Europe
Forel
Lisec Group
Optima
Prodim
Synerglass Soft

SOLDERING EQUIPMENT  
FOR ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS 
FOR WINDSCREENS AND 
BACKLITES
Ayrox
Easy Automation
Softeco

SORTING SYSTEMS
Glaston/Bystronic
Lisec Group

SURFACE STRESS 
MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT
Ayrox 
Glass Company
Jeffoptics 

TESTING FOR SOLDERINGS
Ayrox 
Easy Automation
Softeco

TESTING DEVICES OF BACKLITES 
ELECTRICAL HEATING
Ayrox 
Softeco

THERMAL IMAGING SYSTEMS
Easy Automation
Glass Company
Optris 

TIN FLOAT BATH FURNACES
Horn
IOCCO Group

UV LAMPS
Helios Quartz

UV PORTABLE MACHINES
Helios Quartz

click here
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Dynamic, Precision and Minimum Maintenance 
Reach the High-Speed-Dimension of cutting Float Glass with the Galactic 
cutting table. Its magnetic linear drive system achieves high acceleration 
and driving-dynamic. Highest precision at cutting is archived by the 
durable encoder system taking each position on-the-spot.

• High-Performance due to electro-magnetic linear drives
• Precise cutting of Shapes and linear cuts
• Touch-free, low-maintenance drives 

Galactic – The Better Choice:
More Output, Low Maintenance.

glass technology

HEGLA • Industriestr. 21 • D-37688 Beverungen • E-mail: info@hegla.de
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